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ABSTRACT

Design and VLSI implementation of Perceptive Controller for Robotic Systems

By

Yu Sun

Intuitively, human intelligence largely depends on the perception from interaction

with the environment and the object. Similarly, robotic systems can sense the dy-

namic changes of the environment and the object states during the task execution.

This dissertation is aimed at developing approaches for modeling, analyzing and de-

signing robotic control systems based on the robotic perception, i.e., a perceptive

frame.

In the perceptive frame, the model of a task can be learned by the robot based

on the perception. In this dissertation, a model identification method for unknown

parameters of a nonholonomic cart has been developed. Using interactions between

a mobile manipulator and the cart, sensory information is accrued to estimate the

model parameters of the cart. Since the raw data is contaminated by noise that cannot

be modeled statistically, a wavelet based Least Square Method(LSM) is proposed to

estimate these parameters for the cart. Experimental results verify that the estimation

accuracy can be significantly improved by the use of the proposed lease square method.

For the control issues in the perceptive frame, an perceptive hybrid system ap-

proach for the motion planning and control of mobile robot systems is proposed. The

ability to deal with unexpected events is one of the essential aspects of robot intel-

ligence. Robotic systems can respond to environmental information obtained from

sensors by making task decisions. According to the task decisions, the system is

able to modify the original planned path and control the robot to execute the task

autonomously. Perceptive model with single perceptive reference can deal with un-

expected events only at the continuous level. It allows the perceptive reference to



be blocked and resumed by a class of unexpected events, including obstacles. The

perceptive hybrid system model has three layers, one continuous layer, two discrete

layers. Corresponding to the three layers, one continuous perceptive reference and

two discrete perceptive references. The discrete layers enable the robot system to

make decisions and modify original path plans. The properties of the system model,

including linearity, continuity, stability in switching, and some dynamical properties

of unexpected events have been discussed in the hybrid linguistic framework. The

evolution of the hybrid perceptive references cannot be stopped by blocking the con-

tinuous perceptive reference. The properties have been verified by experiments.

For system implementation, a VLSI implementation oriented controller design for

robotic system is proposed. For the robotic control systems in perceptive frame, the

hybrid formal model is used for both the controller design and hardware description.

The model can describe the high level behavior of the robotic system by a structural

style architecture. The high level structure of the controller model guarantees the syn-

thesizability of the control system. Therefore, the controller model can be mapped

to VLSI implementation directly. A Cadence/Testbuilder system is used to simulate

the hybrid controller design with a dynamics model. The HDL/C hybrid simulation

results have verified that the hybrid system framework can be used for VLSI imple-

mentation, and the integrated system is synthesizable. It gives an efficient approach

for hardware implementation of controllers for robotic systems.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1 .1 Motivation

The intelligence of robotic systems has been a longstanding focus of attention for

control engineers. The robotic technology has increasingly wide application areas in

a variety of environment, ranging from assembly tasks in manufacturing automation,

underwater manipulations and home care services to space research. The environment

in which the tasks are performed is varies widely. Furthermore, the environment and

the task could be unstructured and dynamically changing. It requires the robotic

systems to have human-like intelligence, i.e., process and respond to the sensed infor-

mation relating to the task and environment.

Perceptive frame control is motivated by the demand for increased levels of intel-

ligence of mobile robotic systems to deal with more complex tasks in an environment

with increasing uncertainty. While the limited prior knowledge cannot provide the

arguments rich enough to describe and execute the tasks. An obvious solution is to

utilize perception on the control tasks and environment.

Perception can be expressed by events, both continuous and discrete, and com-

posed by sensors. The human operator or planner, in this respect, thinks and plans

in terms of discrete events. The traditional time-based control system design causes

the inconvenience in improving the intelligence of the systems. As a low level trig-

ger in the system, the time reference is an independent variable, it is not related to

perception from sensors. Therefore, there are two naturally different types of refer-

ences existing in the systems simultaneously, this fact may increases complexity in

intelligence design and execution.

A unified perceptive reference frame is required for describing and utilizing the task

or environmental perception. The objective of creating such a perceptive reference



is to build a triggering mechanism, expressing all the perceptive events, however,

different from the time-based reference. Compared to the traditional time-based

systems, the systems in perceptive frame can be driven by a perceptive reference, and

described as the functions of perceptive reference, instead of the functions of time.

In task model learning, one of the challenges is the changing unstructured en-

vironment. The intelligent robotic systems have to face more complex tasks in a

dynamical environment. The methods used for planning tasks for a static environ-

ment or assuming omniscient knowledge of the environment cannot be applied to

dynamic environment. The specifications of real—time control systems require the

control strategy to be able to “on-line” capture and process perceptive information.

The nature of the perceptive reference indicates that the interactions with the

physical plant, through sensors and actuators, is analog, i.e. continuous. It also

exhibits performance of the abstracted discrete references working at higher level to

give the system more intelligence and flexibility. Discrete abstractions make it easier

to manage the complexity of the system. Discrete models are easier to compute

with, as all computers and algorithms are essentially discrete. In particular, It is

worth noting that discrete abstractions make it easy to introduce the linguistic and

qualitative information in the controller design.

The perceptive frame should be built to provide the information the control system

need for characterizing the environment-control system interaction. It requires one to

find a method to process hybrid references and task/action commands. The control

methods in perceptive frame incorporate both continuous and discrete dynamics.

Design and analysis of such a hybrid system is particularly challenging.

A survey of the ongoing research results in the context of the control methods in

perceptive frame is given in the following section.



1 .2 Literature Review

Task model learning, hybrid system modeling, and control and system design are the

topics of this dissertation. Previous work related to these topics in the literature is

reviewed.

Model Learning

In control system design, modeling the control objects is the foundation of high

performance controllers. In most cases, the model is unknown before the task is

performed. To learn the model, therefore, is essential. Generally, real-time systems

use the sensors to measure the environment and the objects. The model learning task

is particularly difficult when real-time control systems run in a noisy and changing

environment, The measurements from the sensors may be contaminated by the non-

stationary noise, i.e. it is changing randomly and depends on the environmental

factors. The factors may include wind, vibration, friction and so on.

The most frequently used parameter identification methods are the Least Square

Method (LMS) and the Kalman filter method Both have recursive algorithms for

on-line estimation.

The Kalman filter [23] is used for parameter estimation. Generally, if a linear

model or a linearized model of a dynamical system can be obtained, the system noise

and observation noise are also known. The Kalman filter can estimate the states of the

dynamic system through the observations regarding the system outputs. However,

the estimation results of the Kalman filter are significantly affected by the system

model and the noise models. Least Square Method can be applied to identify the

static parameters in absence of accurate linear dynamic models.

There is rich literature on parameter estimation for robot manipulators. Zhuang

and Roth [68] proposed a parameter identification method of robot manipulators. In

this work, the Least Square Method is used to estimate the kinematic parameters

based on a linear solution for the unknown kinematic parameters. To identify the



parameters in the dynamic model of the robot manipulator [35], a least square esti-

mator is applied to identify the parameters of the linearized model. It is easy to see

that LSM has been widely applied in model identification as well as in the field of

robotics.

To achieve the objective of real-time online estimation, the Recursive Least Square

Method(RLSM) has been developed to save computation resources and increase op-

eration velocities for real time processing [30]. For identification, measurement noise

is the most important problem. There are two basic approaches to processing a

noisy signal. First, the noise can be described by its statistical properties, i.e. in

time domain; second, a signal with noise can be analyzed by its frequency-domain

properties.

Many algorithms of LSM are used to deal with noisy signals to improve estima-

tion accuracy, but they require the knowledge of the additive noise signal. Durbin

algorithm and Levinson-Wiener algorithm [22] require the noise to be a stationary

signal with known auto—correlation coefficients. Each LMS based identification al-

gorithm corresponds to a specific model of noise [31]. Iserman and Baur developed

a Two Step Process Least Square Identification with correlation analysis [46]. But,

for on-line estimation, especially in an unstructured environment, relation analysis

results and statistical knowledge cannot be obtained. In this case, estimation results

obtained by the traditional Least Square Method are very large( Table 2 in section

4). The properties of LSM in the frequency domain have also been studied. A spec-

tral analysis algorithm based on least-square fitting was developed for fundamental

frequency estimation in [14]. This algorithm operates by minimizing the square error

of fitting a normal sinusoid to a harmonic signal segment. The result can be used

only for fitting a signal by a monofrequent sinusoid.

Perceptive Frame Control

A continuous perceptive planning and control approach [60] has been applied to



the path planning and control for a single manipulator by Xi, Tarn and Bejczy. The

basic idea of the perceptive planning and control theory is to introduce the concept

of a motion reference 3, a parameter that is directly relevant to the measured sen-

sory outputs and the task. Instead of time, the control input is parameterized by

the motion reference. Since the action reference is a function of the real time mea—

surement, the values of the desired vehicle states are functions of the measured data.

This creates a mechanism to adjust or modify the plan based on the measurements.

Thus, the planning becomes a closed loop real-time process. The planner generates

the desired values of the system, according to the on—line computed action reference

parameter s. The perceptive approach guarantees the stability of the robot system

in presence of unexpected events.

More results about the perceptive coordination of multiple manipulators were

presented in [61]. Song, Tarn, and Xi [49] [50] [56] [64] [65] developed an perceptive

scheme for the integration of task scheduling, action planning and control in robotic

manufacturing systems, as shown in Figure 1.1. An approach by using Max-Plus

Algebra model and perceptive planning and control scheme was proposed to provide

an advanced mechanism to integrate manufacturing systems, so that task scheduling,

which usually deals with continuous dynamics, can be treated in a unified analytical

model. The interactions between discrete event systems and continuous dynamics

are achieved so that the manufacturing systems are allowed to intelligently cope with

unexpected system faults and uncertainties during the tasks. However the robot

system cannot avoid the block from unexpected events, for instance, unexpected

obstacles,

Hybrid System Modeling and Analysis

Hybrid system has been extensively investigated recently and a variety of hybrid

system models and frameworks have been proposed[3] [4] [7][10] [24] [57] [59].

Rajeev Alur, Costas Courcoubetis, Thomas A. Henzinger, and Pei-Hsin Ho [2]
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proposed the concept of hybrid automata, as a model and specification language

for hybrid systems. Hybrid automata can be viewed as a generalization of timed

automata, in which the behavior of variables is governed in each state by a set of

differential equations. The classification of the structures on hybrid automata based

on a extended version can be found in [25] and [26].

For stability issues, multiple Lyapunov functions were introduced for hybrid and

switched piecewise continuous systems. Branicky [5] [6] proposed the multiple Lya-

punov Function for switched and hybrid systems. Ye, Michel and Hou in [29] [40] [67]

extended Branicky’s result, and developed a general approach that can be applied to

different types of systems that exhibit some kind of hybrid behavior.



In the research on hybrid automata’s dynamical properties, the necessary and

sufficient conditions for hybrid automata to have existence and uniqueness of execu-

tion were developed based on the nonblocking and the deterministic properties[38].

The dynamical properties, which include the continuity, invariance, and issues related

to Lyapunov stability methods, were investigated in [36] [37] by John Lygeros, Karl

Henrik Johansson, Slobodan N. Simic, Jun Zhang and Shankar Sastry. As a hybrid

system approach, hybrid automata theory has a serial of analysis and design meth-

ods. However, the switching conditions of the hybrid automata are fixed constraints,

not flexible enough to describe the hybrid dynamics under the language-based input

control.

Language and Linguistic Control

The application of languages, in this dissertation, is to solve the motion control

problems in real-time systems. In the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI), the research

on languages has been an attractive issue. AI is concerned with concepts and methods

of symbolic inference by computer and symbolic knowledge representation for use in

making inferences based on the use of languages. However, the sybolic languages

only reflect actions and operations at the discrete levels of the intelligent systems

[43]. In literature, Linguistic approaches are proposed to cope with discrete variables

of hybrid systems and applied to the motion planning and control of mobile robots.

The linguistic expressions can carry the control information for performing discrete

and continuous operations on the physical systems.

The main problem in motion control is simultaneously achieving adequate speed

and expressiveness. In order to solve the motion control problem, Brockett [8] defined

the concept of an interpretive language and described a three-part solution to the

problem of general motion control. It involves a motion description language together

with an interpreter mechanism and an applications program. The language is, to a

large extent, device independent and thus capable of describing the tasks in a wide



variety of systems. A more detailed construction criterion for the formal language is

then present in [11].

Based on the idea of the interpretive language, Brockett [9] extends the concepts

of the lattice language from the analysis of the robotic system motion. In [10], motion

description language for kinetic state machines, which are the continuous analog of

finite automata, is abstracted. The motion description language can support interac-

tions between continuous and discrete aspects of a control system.

Furthermore, Manikonda at al. [39] defined atoms in the language alphabet that

describes motion behaviors. The motion description language programs are composed

by concatenating interrupt-driven “atoms”. 'Ifansitions between atoms are triggered

by changes in the environment or in the state of the robot. A library of atoms imple-

ments simple position and velocity-controlled movements as well as sensing operations

involving the sonar, Infra-Red range finder and laser range finder. The functions of

the language are improved to deal with multiple interruptions. In Egerstedt’s re-

search, by using motion description language of Brockett’s hybrid model [16], the

interaction between the continuous and the discrete parts can be given a meaningful

control theoretic interpretation using reinforcement learning. An instruction com-

plexity problem of avoiding multiple obstacles is analyzed. The results explain the

way for choosing the motion alphabet such that the necessary instructions can be

minimized when instructing a robot to navigate in cluttered environments populated

by polygonal obstacles. By considering feedback in the finite automata, the instruc-

tion complexity of “free-running” automata was formulated in [16]. Free running

finite automata can be stated as a finite state machine that reads an input and then

makes transitions repeatedly, using the same input value, until a particular output

condition is realized. The analysis shows that the length of the shortest description

can be reduced by the feedback specification.

From the above review, it can be seen that Hybrid control schemes have been dis-



cussed exhaustively in the literature. However, most investigations of hybrid systems

address the time-based descriptions, which is a special class of perception referenced

systems. In other words, both the continuous part and the discrete part of the sys-

tems use time as the reference, little of them consider the hybrid system issues in

perceptive frame. It is inconvenient, from the point of view of human intelligence. It

is desirable to develop a perceptive control framework to unify the perception factors

in hybrid system approach.

Because of the nature of the perception, the perceptive reference can be abstracted

as symbolic inputs, linguistic expressions. The perceptive control approach, proposed

in this dissertation, is inspired by the linguistic approaches discussed in [9][10][16].

We model the motion planning and control of the robotic systems by a hybrid

system model based on perceptive motion reference. The perceptive motion reference

hybrid model enables both the continuous part and the discrete part of the system

to deal with unexpected events. This discrete part of the system ”supervises” the

robot system based on environmental sensor information such that the system can

avoid unexpected obstacles by modifying original path plans. The discrete part and

the continuous part are integrated by the perceptive motion reference.

Implementation-Oriented Perceptive Controller Design

Nowadays, there has been growing interest on implementation of digital systems

with language description. For RTL level description, the typical implementation—

oriented programming languages , for example, VHDL and Verilog have had an

enormous impact on digital systems design methodology promoting a hierarchical

top—down design process similar to the design of programs using high-level program-

ming languages such as Pascal or C++ [47]. It has helped to establish new design

methodology, taking the designers away from low level details such as transistors

and logic gates to a much higher abstract level of the system description, just as

high-level programming language take them away from the details of CPU. Unlike



other programming languages, VHDL and Verilog HDL provide the mechanisms to

describe concurrent events being of crucial importance for the description of behavior

of hardware.

The abstraction of the real time control system indicates that parallel execution

is an important feature for system design. The high level programming language, for

example, C++, Pascal, and JAVA can implement the parallel execution only with

system calls [45]. The language does not evolve the parallel processing mechanism

in its semantic description. Other than these programming languages, VHDL and

Verilog take concurrency into consideration [44]. Its semantics enables the designers

to synchronize the processes in a complex system at RTL level. However, there is a

little literature about the VLSI implementation for real time control system design,

especially, there is no such a method for direct hardware design of real time controller

from the description at the behavioral level.

The real challenge in perceptive control is to develop a systematic approach for design,

analysis and implementation of hybrid robotic controller in a perceptive framework.

The first technical difficulty is perception acquiring and processing, the perception is

normally obtained from noisy sensory measurements. Signal processing and parame-

ter identification will result in precise perceptive information for the purpose of control

and planning. The second technical difficulty is perceptive control modeling and ana-

lyzing. The controller should be built on a perceptive framework, which provides the

non-time based reference, and guarantees stability and other dynamical properties

for dealing with unexpected events. The third difficulty is to create a mechanism to

map the high level controller design in the perceptive frame to hardware, i.e., VLSI

implementation without knowing the details of the circuit design.

10



1.3 Outline of the dissertation

The scope of this dissertation is to investigate new perceptive control methods for

robot systems. The material of the dissertation is arranged in eight chapters.

Chapter 2 describes the mathematical tools for the perceptive signal and the

perceptive frame model, Wavelet 'Ifansform and automata theory are introduced.

Wavelet Transform theory is applied to non-stationary signals from a noisy environ-

ment. There is no prior information about the noise, i.e. containing non-modeled

time-variant noise. The automata-formal language theory results in an efficient

method to state the evolution behaviors of the discrete variables in physical systems.

Task model learning method in the perceptive frame is discussed in Chapter 3. In

order to solve the model identification problem with unknown noise in an unknown

environment, a wavelet based online model learning algorithm is developed. Using

this algorithm, the characteristics of the unknown, non—stationary noise are ignored.

The objective of Chapter 4 is to develop a hybrid system approach for the planning

and control of robotic manipulation in the perceptive frame. In this chapter, linguistic

method is applied to system modeling. The robotic control systems are described in

hybrid language-based perceptive frame.

The system analysis of the hybrid approach is given in Chapter 5. In the perceptive

frame the evolving property, stability and complexity are considered with linguistic

and hierarchical architecture.

Chapter 6 describes the experimental system, the experimental results for verifying

both model learning and linguistic control approach are discussed.

Chapter 7 presents the discussion on the real-time system design and and VLSI im-

plementation issues including synthesizability of the perceptive controller, hardware—

software co-design and hybrid simulation for system verification.

Chapter 8 concludes this dissertation and suggests future work.
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CHAPTER 2

PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS

In this chapter, we cover the preliminaries and notations related to the model learning

and the hybrid control method in the perceptive frame. The mathematical tools,

including Wavelet Transform, automata theory, are introduced.

2. 1 Wavelet Transform

The wavelet transform is a tool that cuts up data or functions or operators into

different frequency components, and then studies each component with a resolution

matched to its scale. This multiresolution concept is applied to wavelet transform.

The wavelet transform has been successfully applied to non-stationary signals for

analysis and has provided an alternative to the Windowed Fourier 'Ifansform.

The Fourier Transform, with its wide range of applications has its limitations. For

example, this transformation cannot be applied to non-stationary signals that have

time varying or spatial varying characteristics. Although the modified version of the

Fourier Transform, referred to as Short-Time Fourier Transform(STFT) can resolve

some of the problems associate with non-stationary signals, it does not address all

the problems.

In this section, Discrete Wavelet Transform(DWT) is briefly introduced as the

preliminary of the raw signal processing in on-line model identification.

2.1.1 Fourier Transform

The essence of the Fourier transform of a waveform is to decompose the waveform

into a sum of sinusoids of different frequencies. In other words, the Fourier transform

analyzes the “frequency contents” of a signal. The Fourier Transform identifies or

distinguishes the different frequency sinusoids, and their respective amplitudes, which

12



combine to form an arbitrary waveform. The Fourier Transform is a frequency domain

representation of a function.

2.1.2 Wavelet Transform and Short- Time Fourier Transform

The Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) replaces the Fourier transform’s sinu-

soidal wave by the product of a sinusoid and a single analysis window which is localized

in time. The STFT has a constant time frequency resolution. This resolution can be

changed by rescaling the window. It is a complete, stable, redundant representation

of the signal.

The STFT takes two arguments: time and frequency. It has a constant time fre-

quency resolution. This resolution can be changed by rescaling the window.

Wavelet Transform is different from STFT.

The continuous wavelet transform is defined by

  cwmn s) = ~11: = 1 fauwt " 7))dt (21)
ms!) 8

As seen in the above equation, the transformed signal is a function of two variables,

7 and s , the translation and scale parameters, respectively. 1/1(t) is the transforming

function, and it is called the mother wavelet . The term mother wavelet gets its name

due to two important properties of the wavelet analysis as explained below:

The term wavelet means a small wave. The smallness refers to the condition that

this (window) function is of finite length ( compactly supported). The wave refers

to the condition that this function is oscillatory. The term “mother” implies that

the functions with different region of support that are used in the transformation

process are derived from one main function, or the mother wavelet. In other words,

the mother wavelet is a prototype for generating the other window functions.

13



The term “translation” is used in the same sense as it was used in the STFT;

it is related to the location of the window, as the window is shifted through the

signal. This term, obviously, corresponds to the time information in the transform

domain. However, we do not have a frequency parameter, as we had before for the

STFT. Instead, we have scale parameter which is defined as (frequency)‘1. The term

frequency is reserved for the STFT.

2.1.3 Discrete Wavelet Transform

Wavelet Transform (WT) is a technique for analyzing signals. It was deve10ped

as an alternative to STFT to overcome problems related to its frequency and time

resolution properties. More specifically, unlike the STFT that provides uniform time

resolution for all frequencies the Discrete Wavelet Transform(DWT) provides high

time resolution and low frequency resolution for high frequencies and high frequency

resolution and low time resolution for low frequencies.

The DWT is a special case of the WT that provides a compact representation of

a signal in time and frequency that can be computed efficiently. It can be explained

as a subband coding.

The time—domain signal is passed from various highpass and low pass filters, which

filters out either high frequency or low frequency portions of the signal. This pro-

cedure is repeated, every time some portion of the signal corresponding to some

frequencies being removed from the signal.

The Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) is a correlation between a wavelet

at different scales and the signal with the scale (or the frequency) being used as a

measure of similarity. The continuous wavelet transform is computed by changing

the scale of the analysis window, shifting the window in time, multiplying by the

signal, and integrating over all times. In the discrete case, filters of different cutoff

frequencies are used to analyze the signal at different scales. The signal is passed
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Figure 2.1: The multilevel Discrete Wavelet Transform.

through a series of high pass filters to analyze the high frequencies, and it is passed

through a series of low pass filters to analyze the low frequencies. The subbanding

procedure is shown in Figure 2.1.

In discrete signals, the Nyquist rate corresponds to 7r rad/s in the discrete fre-

quency domain. After passing the signal through a half band lowpass filter, half of

the samples can be eliminated according to the Nyquists rule, since the signal now

has a highest frequency of 1r/2 radians instead of 7r radians. Simply discarding every

other sample will subsample the signal by two, and the signal will then have half the

number of points. The scale of the signal is now doubled. Note that the lowpass fil-
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tering removes the high frequency information, but leaves the scale unchanged. Only

the subsampling process changes the scale. Resolution, on the other hand, is related

to the amount of information in the signal, and therefore, it is affected by the filtering

operations. Half band lowpass filtering removes half of the frequencies, which can be

interpreted as losing half of the information. Therefore, the resolution is halved after

the filtering operation.

Next section will discuss Automata Theory used for perceptive control.

2.2 Automata Theory

Automata theory is the key technology in hybrid system modeling and system analy-

sis. It provides a mathematical tool to describe the properties of the system in a

discrete fashion. Finite Automata and formal languages are useful models for many

important kinds of hardware and software. First we introduce some basic concepts

about finite automata and formal languages.

A symbol is the abstract entity of automata theory. Examples are letters and

digits.

An alphabet is a finite, nonempty set of symbols. Conventionally, we use the

symbol 2 for an alphabet. Common alphabets include:

1. E = 0, 1, the binary alphabet.

2. E = a, b, ..., z, the set of all lower-case letters.

3. The set of all ASCII characters.

A string (or word) is a finite sequence of symbols chosen from some alphabet.

The empty string, denoted e, is the string consisting of zero symbols.

Concatenation of strings: Let :r and y be strings. Then my denotes the concate-

nation of x and y, that is, the string formed by making a copy of :1: and following it

by a copy of y.

A set of strings all of which are chosen from some 2*, where Z is a particular
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Figure 2.2: An Example of Finite Automata.

alphabet, is called a language.

If E is an alphabet, and L g 2*, then L is a language over 2. Notice that a

language over 2 need not include strings with all the symbols of 2, so once L is a

language over 2, it is a language over any alphabet that is a superset of E.

A finite automaton(FA) is a system (Q, E, 6, go, M) where Q is a finite set of states,

2 is , , go 6 Q is the initial state, M C Q is the accepting states.

A finite automaton , M is a “tuple”, (Q, E, A, qo, F), where:

—Q is a finite set of states

—2 is a set of input symbols, an alphabet, call the input alphabet

—A C Q x E —> Q is a set of the transition mappings Q x E into Q.

—F Q Q is a set of final states.

2* set of string of finite length of elements of 2. Define string of length 0 to be e.

M accepts a string 3 E 2*, with [s] = n, if there exists a sequence of states q E Q",

with |q| = n +1 such that:

-q[0] = (10 —For i = 0,1,...n,(q[i],s[i],q[i+1]) E A —q[n +1] 6 F.

The language accepted by M, L(M) is the set of all string 5 accepted by M.

Two automata, M1 and M2, are equivalent if L(M1)=L(M2).

An example of finite automata, automaton M is shown in Fig. 2.2. The state

set consists of A and B . A is the starting state, B is the final state. The alphabet

of the input symbols includes “0,1,and%”. The arrows in the figure denoote the

state transition. For automaton M, “0%” and “%1” are the words in the language
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accepted by M.

2.3 Metric Space and Ordered Set

2.3.1 Metric Space

A metric space can be defined as a set S with a global distance function (the metric g)

which, for every two points x, y in S, gives the distance between them as a nonnegative

real number g(x,y). A metric space must also satisfy

1. g(z, y) = 0 if and only if :1: = y,

2- 906,11) = g(yw),

3. The triangle inequality g(a", y) + g(y, z) 2 g(x, 2).

2.3.2 Ordered Set

A totally ordered set(or “linearly ordered set”) is a set plus a relation on the set

(called a total order) that satisfies the conditions for a partial order plus an additional

condition known as the comparability condition. A relation is a total order on a set

S (“S totally orders S”) if the following properties hold.

1. Reflexivity: a S a for all a E S.

2. Antisymrnetry: a S b and b g a implies a = b.

3. ’Il'ansitivity: a S b and b S c implies a S c.

4. Comparability (trichotomy law): For any a, b E S, either a g b or b S a .

The first three are the axioms of a partial order, while addition of the trichotomy

law defines a total order. {3, S} is called ordered space or totally ordered space, if S

is an ordered set or a totally ordered set.
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CHAPTER 3

TASK MODEL IN PERCEPTIVE FRAME

3.1 Introduction

A manipulator mounted on a mobile platform can significantly increase the workspace

of the manipulation and its application flexibility. The applications of mobile ma-

nipulation range from manufacturing automation to search and rescue operations.

A task such as a mobile manipulator pushing a passive nonholonomic cart can be

commonly seen in manufacturing or other applications as shown in Fig.3.1.

The planning and control of the mobile manipulator and nonholonomic cart system

is based on the mathematic model of the system. Some parameters of the model, in-

cluding the mass of the cart and its kinematic length, are needed in the controller[54].

The kinematic length of a cart is defined on the horizontal plane as the distance be-

tween the axis of the front fixed wheels and the handle.

A nonholonomic cart can travel along its central line and perform turning move-

ment about point C; in this case, the mobile manipulator applies a force and a torque

on the handle at point A, as shown in Fig.3.2. The line between A and C is defined

as the kinematic length of the cart, [ACI, while the cart makes an isolated turning

movement. As a parameter, the kinematic length |AC| of the cart can be identified

by the linear velocity of point A and the angular velocity of line AC.

In cart-pushing, positions of the cart can be measured directly by multiple sen-

sors. To obtain other kinematic parameters, such as linear and angular velocity of

the object, numerical differentiation of the position data is used. This causes high

frequency noises which are unknown in different environments. The unknown noise

of the signal will cause large estimation errors. Experimental results have shown that
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Figure 3.1: The mobile manipulator and a nonholonomic cart.

the estimation error can be as high as 90%. Therefore, the above Least square al-

gorithms canot be used, and eliminating the effect of noise on model identification

becomes essential.

This chapter presents a method for solving the problem of parameter identification

for a nonholonomic cart modeling where the sensing signals are very noisy and the

statistic model of the noise is unknown. When analyzing the properties of the raw

signal in frequency domain, the noise signal and the true signal have quite different

frequency spectra. In order to reduce the noise, a method to separate the noise signal

and the true signal from the raw signal is used to process them in the frequency

domain. A raw signal can be decomposed into several new signals with different

bandwidths. These new signals are used to estimate the parameters; the best estimate

is obtained by minimizing the estimation residual in the least square sense.

Based on this approach, combined with digital subbanding technique [1], a Wavelet

Based Model Identification Method is proposed. The estimation convergence of the

proposed model is proven theoretically and verified by experimentation. The exper-

imental results show that the estimation accuracy is greatly improved without prior

statistical knowledge of the noise.
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  L

7 
Figure 3.2: The associated coordinate frames of the mobile manipulator and a non-

holonomic cart.

3.2 Interactive On—Line Model Learning

In this section, the task model learning problem is described.

3.2.1 Problem Formulation

A mobile manipulator usually consists of a mobile platform and a robot arm. Fig.

3.2 shows the coordinate frames associated with both the mobile platform and the

manipulator. They include:

0 World Frame 2: XOY frame is Inertial Frame;

0 Mobile Frame 2M: XMMY“frame is a frame attached on the mobile ma-

nipulator;

0 Mobile Frame EA: XCAYCframe is a frame attached on the nonholonomic

cart.
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The nonholonomic cart shown in Fig. 3.2 is a passive object. Assuming that the

force applied to the cart can be decomposed into f1 and f2, the dynamic model of

the nonholonomic cart in frame 2 can be represented by

513C 2 —sin9c + icosdc

ch mcf

3‘). = ——cos€c+ —1—sin6C (3,1)

fmc c

9'. = _2
1c

where rmyc and BC are the configuration of the cart, mC and 16 are the mass and

inertia of the cart. A is a Lagrange multiplier and BC is the cart orientation.

As shown in Fig. 3.2, The input forces applied to the cart, f1 and f2, correspond

to the desired output force of the end-effector, f3, ff. In other words, the mobile

manipulator controls the cart to achieve certain tasks by its output force. Therefore,

manipulating the cart requires motion planning and control of the mobile manipulator

based on the decoupled model [54], and the motion and force planning of the cart

based on its dynamic model (3.1). An integrated task planning that combines both

is desired.

The control input f2 can then simply be designed [54] as

[C . .

f2 = EM) — k0(6c - (15)) (3.2)

Therefore the nonholonomic cart is largely characterized by L and the mass of the

cart me. The objective of task model learning is to identify the two parameters.

The point A in Fig. 3.2 on the cart is the point on which the mobile manipulator

force and torque are applied, C is the intersection between the rotation axis of the

front wheels and the central line of the cart. VA is the velocity of point A in frame

2. 66,0", are the orientations of the cart and the mobile manipulator in frame 2,

respectively. a is the orientation of the cart in frame 2,; .
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It is known that L and mC are two very important parameters in order to obtain

the control input. While a mobile manipulator starts to manipulate an unknown cart.

It is important to on-line identify L and mc through the initial interaction with the

cart. For simplification, the cart can be described as a segment of the central line of

the cart. The line starts from its intersection with the rotation axis of front wheels

(point C) and ended at the point(Point A) handled by the gripper. The length of the

line is L. The turning movement of the object can be isolated to study its properties.

The geometric relationship between the angles is:

do = a + 6",. (3.3)

The on-board sensors in mobile manipulator include a Laser Range Finder, En-

coders, and a Force/Torque Sensor. They can provide real-time sensory measurement

of position of the mobile base and the end-effector, orientation of the cart, force and

acceleration applied on the end-effector.

Based on the mobile manipulator sensor readings, the position of A can be de-

scribed as:

xa cosflm —sin0m pz mm

= + . (3.4)

ya sinflm cosOm py ym

The derivatives of the above equations are:

9'. = a + 6;... (3.5)
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aria cosdm —sin6m p}, aim . —sin6m —c036m 1),,

= + + 0m

ya sindm cosflm p'y gm cosdm —sin9m p,

(3.6)

We define:

35a

VA _ a (37)

31a

then 123,, = 1b,, - sinflC — ya - c0366.

According to the characteristics of a nonholonomic cart, the turning movement of

the cart can be isolated as an independent motion. The movement can be described

as

Equation (3.8) is the fundamental equation for identifying the parameter L.

To estimate the mass of the cart, the dynamics of the cart along XC can be

described by the following equation:

a1 = i — g. (3.9)

me me

Where In is the mass of the cart, a1 is acceleration on Xe axis, f1 and Ff is the input

force and the friction on XC axis, respectively. a1 and f1 can be measured by the Jr3
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force/torque sensor. Rewrite it in vector form

T

_1_

0.1 = fl ' mc . (3.10)

_1 5!.

Based on (3.10), the mass of the cart can be identified by measurements of a1 and

f1.

To estimate the kinematics length of a nonholonomic cart, positions, orientations,

linear velocities and angular velocities of the cart are needed. The first two can be

obtained by mobile manipulator sensor readings and previous work on orientation

finding [54]. To find the velocity signals, a numerical differentiation method is used

to obtain the derivative of position and orientation information. For a time domain

signal, Z(t), this procedure can be expressed by the following equation,

Z(t) - Z(t — t’)

2m: ,_,, ,t—t’ = At > 0. (3.11) 

Where At is the sampling time.

The orientation signal is very noisy due to the sensor measurement error. The

noise involved in the orientation signal is significantly amplified after numerical differ-

entiation, and it cannot be easily statistically modeled. The unmodeled noise causes

a large estimation error in parameter identification.

3. 2. 2 State Estimation

Sensor Fusion: The mobile platform is equipped with a laser range finder. Figure

3.2 shows a configuration of the cart in the moving frame of the mobile platform. The

laser sensor provides a polar range map of its environment in the form of (a, r), where

a is a angle from [—7r/2, 7r/2] which is discretized into 360 units. The range sensor
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provides a ranging resolution of 50mm. Figure 3.3 (a) shows the raw data from the

laser sensor. Obviously the measurement of the cart is mixed with the environment

surround it. Only a chunk of the data is useful and the rest should be filtered out. A

sliding window, to = {(11, 012} is defined. The data for 0 ¢ 112 are discarded. To obtain

the size of w, the encoder information of the mobile manipulator should be fused with

the laser data. Since the cart is hold by the end effector, the approximate position of

23,, y,, as shown in Figure 3.2, can be obtained. Based on :rr, y, and the covariance of

the measurement r, which is known, the sliding window size can be estimated. The

filtered data by the sliding window is shown in Figure 3.3(b).

In this applications, the cart position and orientation (me, ya, 96) are the parameters

to be estimated [55]. Assuming the relative motion between the cart the robot is slow,

the cart position and orientation can be estimated by the standard Extended Kalman

Filter(EKF) technique[32] or least square method. The cart dynamics are described

by vector function:

x, = F(XC, f) +15 (3-12)

where f is the control input of the cart, which can be measured by the force torque

sensor equipped on the end-effector of the mobile manipulator.

X0 = {2:6, :‘rc, yo, yo, 0c, QC}. 5 is random vector with zero mean and covariance matrix

03. Considering the output vector as Z(t) = {a,r}T, as shown in Figure 3.2, the

output function is described as:

Z(t) = C(Xc) + C (3-13)

where C is a random vector with zero mean and covariance matrix 0,. It is worth

noting that nonholonomic constraint should be considered in (3.12) and the measure-
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ment ((1, r) should be transformed into the moving frame. By applying the standard

EKF technique to (3.12) and (3.13), an estimate of the cart state variables X, for X,

can be obtained. The dotted line in Figure 3.3 (b) shows an estimation of the cart

configuration in the mobile frame Eb. It is worthy noting that both the force/torque

sensor information and the laser range finder information are used in the estimation

of the cart configuration.

3.2.3 Wavelet Based Model Identification(WBMI)

The on-line parameter estimation problem can be described by a recursive Least

Square Method.

Given a linear observation equation

nzmx+n nu)

Y, is an observation vector at time instance r, H, is an observation matrix at time

instance r. X, is an estimated parameter vector. v, is the measurement noise.

Corresponding to the estimation equations developed in section 2, for estimation

of L, Y, is the measurement sequence of ij, H, is the measurement sequence of 9,,

X, is the parameter L; for estimation of the mass, Y, is the measurement sequence of

T

the acceleration a1, H, is the sequence of the vector of

—1

The'parameter estimation task can be solved by Least Square Method[30].

The equations of the recursive least square method are:

X, = X.._, + K,(Y, - H;X,_1), (3.15)

K, = P,_1H,[1+H,'.P,_1H,]‘1, (3.16)
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P, = P,_1—P,_1K,. (3.17)

To obtain the best estimation of the kinematic length of the cart, we have to find

the proper bandwidth, which causes the minimum estimation error. It is known that

in the frequency domain the true signal is at low frequencies, the major parts of the

noise are at high frequencies. Hence, the measured signal and the true signal have

closer spectra at low frequencies than at high frequencies. Furthermore, to extract

the proper low frequency part from measured signals will improve the estimation

accuracy.

Daubechies Discrete Wavelet Transform(DWT) [15] is applied to decompose and

reconstruct the raw signal in different bandwidth. In this dissertation, a raw signal will

be sequentially passed through a series of Daubechies filters with imposed response

hp(n) for wavelets with P vanishing moments.

To subband a signal, Discrete Wavelet Transform is used, each level of filtering

can halve the bandwidth of the signal as shown in Fig 2.1.

As a result, the raw signal is preprocessed to have the desired low frequency

components. The multiresolution approach from discrete wavelet analysis will be

used to decompose the raw signal into several signals with different bandwidths. This

algorithm makes the signal in this case, the raw angular velocity signal passes through

several lowpass filters, in each level it passes the filter, the bandwidth of the signal

would be halved, then the lower frequency component can be obtained level by level.

The algorithm can be described as the following procedures:

(a) Filtering: Passing the signal through a low pass Daubechies filter with band-

width which is lower half bandwidth of the signal in the last level. Subsampling

the signal by factor 2, then reconstructing the signal in this level;

(b) Estimating: Using the RLSM to process the linear velocity signal and the

angular velocity signal obtained from the step (a) to estimate the kinematic
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length of the cart.

(0) Calculating: Calculating the expectation of the length estimates and the resid-

ual.

(d) Returning: Returning to (3), until it can be ensured that the é is increasing.

(e) Comparing: Comparing the residual in each level, take the estimate of length

in a level, which has the minimum residual over all the levels, as the most

accurate estimate.

The block diagram of the algorithm is shown in Figure 3.4.

3.3 Convergence of Estimation

The least square of estimation residual can be described by

5 = [0739(1) — v(t)]2dt (3.13)

and other relationships can be defined as follows:

v(t) = L . 137(1), (3.19)

5(1) = L . was), (3.20)

L=AL+L an)

1.1,,(1) = We) + Aw(t), (3.22)

Ema) = 11,,(13) + Ara). (3.23)

L is the true value of the length, L is the estimate of the length in least square

sense. v(t) is the true value of the linear velocity, 13(1) is the estimate of the linear
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velocity, wT(t) is the true value of dc, wM(t) is the measurements of dc and Aw(t) are

measurement additive noise signal of 9,, respectively. FwT(w), AF(w) and FwM(w)

are their corresponding Fourier Transforms.

Considering the problem as a minimizing problem, the estimation error can be

minimized by finding the minimum value of the estimation residual e in least square

sense. The estimation residual is in terms of the frequency domain form AF(w) of the

error signal Aw(t). Hence, the problem is turned into describing the relation between

the é and AF(w).

The following lemma provides a conclusion that functions with a certain form are

increasing functions of a variable. Based on the lemma, a theorem can be developed

to prove that e is a function of (%)2 which has the same form as in the lemma. Thus,

the estimation error decreases, as the residual decreases.

Lemma : Let Q : (-—00, +00) and

 

 

_ 15am1AF1)2»-

X ‘( 151F.M<w)12dw )’ (3'24)

é=§;(/QIAF(w)|2dw— [Q 1F...<w11% X) (3.25)

If Fw,(w) is orthogonal to AF(w), then e is a strictly increasing function of X.

Proof : AF(to) is orthogonal to FwT(to), i.e.

f0 F,,.(w)AF(w)dw = o. (3.26)
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Simplifying the integrals

[a FwM(w)AF(w)dw = A(F,,(w)+AF(w))AF(w)dw= f5 [AF(to)|2dw,

AIRMWHW £11231me + /Q IAF(w)l2dw.

can move out some terms in X, it is clear that X is a real function as

 

 

_ 151AF1w>12dw 2

X ‘(15(1F..(w>12+IAF<w>12>dw) '

It implies

2 _ ~07 2
fiAF<w>Idw—l_ vx [Q 1F...<w)1 d... (3.27)

e can be expressed in terms of X

(
'
0
1

ll £71], IAF(w)|2dw — f. IF... (5)123... - X)

= %(/Q|AF(w)|2dw—X-fQIFWT(w)|2dw-X-ffllAFWszw)

 

 

 

L2 W? 2

= 5,11— m,_R -fQ|Fw(w)l dw

: L2 f9 [er(w)l2dw\/Y

271' '

Let f(X) = 6?, then

f’(X) = LU" lFW<w>|2dw > 0. (3.28)

47rx/X

Hence, given f9 [FwT(w)|2dw, f(X ) is an increasing function of X.

Finally, e is an increasing function of X. If e = O, X = 0.

The lemma provides a foundation to prove (Q‘L—l’)2 will reach a minimum value
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when the estimation residual é takes a minimum value.

Theorem : Given AF : to —> C, C is a complex space. When é takes a

minimum value, (9511)2 also takes a minimum value.

Proof : Consider the continuous case:

62' = [OT[5(1) — 5(1)]231 = [0715(1)? — 2v(t)v(t) + v(t)2]dt.

Given 9 : (—00, +00), according to Parserval’s Equation [41],

é: ,1,/11F.w1)1 —2F.<w>m+1n1w)12)dw.

From (3.20) and linear properties of Fourier Transform, it can be easily seen that

é= ,1, f(142le 11111 —2£F..1w)_F..1'w'>>w+§; [31315123. (3.29)

e is a function of L, then based on the least square criterion the following equation

in terms of L must satisfy

66—:: :i/(L2IFW
M (w )l2 _£me(w)

Fv(W))d‘-U
=O.

The above equation implies that the solution of L can be expressed as

[1(le2):»: (“0'2 — Panama
... = 0.
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Using (3.19) yields

  
L __ f9 FwMFv(w)d‘-U _ Lfrz FwMFwT(w)dw

‘ 1.. 12.112123 ‘ 151F3.1w)12dw (3'30)

Let L" = L, substituting (3.21),(3.23)into (3.30) for removing the terms of the linear

velocity yields

L+AL21511FW1w>12—W1)AF1w11dw

L 131Fwt1w112111»

 (3.31)

There exists the relation between the estimation error (9%) in the time domain

and the measurement error in the frequency domain AF(to),

£9 _ _fn FwM(w)AF(w)dw

L — fa leM(w)|2dw

 (3.32)

Note X is defined in the beginning of the section, then X = (ALLY

Substituting (3.30) into (3.29) yields

 

é=§L%(‘ffan,A(F§.2ln++/111F...1((2)1 —13.112112+2F...1w>
AF1w>)dw)13.33)

We define:

Ac: /0T(Aw(t))2dt= [0T[wM(t)2—2wM(t)wT(t)+wT(t)2]dt.

Applying Parserval’s Equation to the error signal Aw yields

fnlAF1w)|2dw= [11F wrung)1 —2F....(w>““F...“"1w»dw.
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= (5(13.351212 + f, 1F...(w>12dw — 2 (F1M1w>1F...1w> — Manda».

Therefore,

[9112.112112— 1F...(w>12)dw = [011mm-2F...1w>_AF1w>>dw. 13.34)

Substituting (3.7),(3.16) into (3.15) e can be given in terms of X

F = 541111131211 - X - f. 1F...1w>1’~’dw>. (3.35)

It can be easily seen that e has the same form as in the lemma, then 5 is an

increasing function of X, for different AF, when (9' takes a minimum value, (93102 also

takes a minimun value. Since the minimum value of e is equal to 0, the (AL—LY will

approach 0 as well. The residual of the estimation is convergence and the estimation

error goes to 0.
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CHAPTER 4

LINGUISTIC APPROACH FOR ROBOTIC SYSTEM

CONTROL IN PERCEPTIVE FRAME

4. 1 Introduction

In recent years, there has been increasing interest in robot intelligence. As applica-

tions are becoming more and more complicated, robot systems need to have a certain

amount of autonomy. One of the most important aspects of autonomous systems is

the ability to deal with unexpected events in a changing environment. The robot

processes environmental information obtained from onboard sensors, and responds to

the information by changing the original path planning and control schemes. Based

on the perceptive-based approach [60], a hybrid perceptive reference model is pro—

posed, which enables the mobile robot system to autonomously respond to unexpected

events.

A continuous perceptive planning and control approach [60] has been applied to

the path planning and control for a single manipulator, and multiple manipulators

coordination [61]. Song et al. [49] developed an perceptive scheme for integration of

task scheduling, action planning and control in robotic manufacturing systems. The

basic idea of the perceptive planning and control theory is to introduce the concept of a

motion reference 3, a parameter that is directly relevant to measured sensory outputs

and the task. Instead of time, the control input is parameterized by the motion

reference. since the action reference is a function of the real time measurement, the

values of the desired vehicle states are functions of the measured data. This creates

a mechanism to adjust or modify the plan based on the measurements. Thus, the

planning becomes a closed loop real-time process. The planner generates the desired
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values of the system, according to the on-line computed action reference parameter s.

Figure 4.1 indicates the perceptive control in comparison with the traditional control

concepts.

The perceptive frame approach guarantees stability of the robot system in presence

of unexpected events. However the robot system cannot avoid the obstacle based on

the environmental sensor information. The hybrid perceptive reference model has

three layers, one continuous layer, and two discrete layers. The continuous layer

guarantees the system stability in the presence of unexpected events based on the

perceptive approach. The discrete layers enable the robot system to make decisions

and modify original path plans.

[11(1)
   

  

         

  

   

t t (t)

Planner yd(_) 60 Controller Robot y e

(a) Traditional control id“)

yd(s) e(s) * y(t) -

Planner Controller Robot
  

         

 

 

  Motion Reference  

   

(b) Perceptive control

Figure 4.1: Perceptive Control

Linguistic/automata approach is the method applying the mathematical tools, for-

mal languages and automata theory, to describe the dynamics of the control system

at discrete levels. Hybrid control system behaviors, thus, can be discussed by hybrid

automata, exhibiting both continuous and discrete evolutions. Brockett abstracted

the concepts of the lattice language based on the analysis of the robot motion[9].
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A motion description language for kinetic state machines, which are the continuous

analog of finite automata, is proposed in [10]. Furthermore, Manikonda at al. [39]

defined atoms in the language alphabet that describes motion behaviors. The func-

tions of the language are improved to deal with multiple interruptions. In Egerstedt’s

research, a complexity problem of a multiple obstacle avoidance is analyzed by using

motion description language of Brockett’s hybrid model [16]. However, both the con-

tinuous part and the discrete part of the system use time as the reference. In this

chapter, we model the motion planning and control of the mobile robot system by a

hybrid system model based on perceptive motion reference. The perceptive motion

reference hybrid model enables both the continuous part and the discrete part of the

system deal with unexpected events. This discrete part of the system ”supervise” the

robot system based on environmental sensor information such that the system can

avoid unexpected obstacles by modifying original path plans. The discrete part and

the continuous part are integrated by the perceptive motion reference.

4.2 Hybrid Perceptive Reference Model for Control of

Robotic System

A hybrid automaton based model, as shown in Figure 4.2, is developed for robot

system to process both continuous and discrete information, and to give the discrete

levels more intelligence. The system is composed of two major parts, a hierarchical

command execution chain including task scheduler, action planner and motion plan-

ner, a hybrid perceptive reference chain including task level reference, action level

reference and motion reference. The task scheduler, action planner, motion planner,

task level reference and action level reference are modeled by hybrid languages and/or

hybrid automata. The motion reference 3 is a continuous variable which is computed

based on the configuration sensors on the robot system. The concept of hybrid per-
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ceptive reference is proposed to model a top-down decision making system under the

circumstance of unexpected events. The decision making mechanisms involved in this

model can effectively use the sensory information for higher level decision making.
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Figure 4.2: An Perceptive reference-based Framework for Robotic Systems.

4.2.1 Languages and Automata

Several concepts for the hybrid system model in perceptive frame are introduced to

discuss hierarchical architecture of the system.
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An Action Set consists of all the action primitives the robot can execute, for

example, moving a robot, picking up/placing a part, open a gripper, and so on. The

action set can be denoted as A = {A1,A2...A,,1} where A,,i = 1,2, ...n1 are action

primitives.

A Task set is a set of all the task primitives for a robot system, each of which

may include a few actions. The task set can be denoted as T = {T1, T2...T"2}, where

T,,i = 1, 2, ...n2 are task primitives. Usually, a task consists of several actions. For

example, the task “ pick up” consists of the actions that include “Go To” and “Close

gripper”.

An Action Reference Set is a subset of the action set. The set can be written

in the form of RAction = {ra1,raz, ...ran3}, where ra,,i = 1, 2, ...n3 are the references

which govern the evolution of corresponding tasks.

The Task Reference Set is a subset of the task set and related to motions. It can

be described as RT“), = {rt1,r,2, ...rm4}, where r,,-,i = 1,2, ...n, are the references

which govern the evolution of corresponding tasks.

The Motion Reference 3 is a continuous reference chosen for lower level path

planning and control. For example, the distance the robot traveled, can be chosen as

the motion reference. Examples of design and analysis of the mobile robot motion

planning and control based on the continuous motion reference can be seen in [60].

The formal languages L,4, LT, LM and LRT can be built by the alphabets EA, ET, ERA,

and Em that are generated by the discrete variable sets A, T, RAction, RTask, respec-

tively.

The relationships are shown as follows [28]:

2311.4 = RAction (4-1)
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2,, = A (4.3)

:3, = T (4.4)

LA Q 3:1 (4.5)

LT Q 27‘ (4-6)

L... g 2),, (4.7)

LRT _C_ 2hr (4-8)

Definition (Hybrid Language). A hybrid language is generated from an orig-

inal alphabet 2, consisting of discrete atoms, and numbers N E R". A word in the

hybrid language can be described as an atom in the alphabet followed by numbers.

The alphabet of the hybrid language is an extended alphabet of a formal language.

A hybrid language is defined as the set of all the strings over the extended alphabet

EH . In other words, a hybrid language is the concatenation of the elements lying in

the product set of the original alphabet and the Euclidean spaces. A hybrid language

derived from the extended alphabet 2” is denoted L” .

For example, if the alphabet of the hybrid language is the task set T, then the

word in a hybrid language L? can be “T1 (:13, y)” meaning “going to the point(x,y)”.

The alphabet gives the qualitative description, the numeric part is the quantization

of the linguistic expressions.

Definition (perceptive Automaton). Perceptive automaton can be defined as

a tuple

Me : (Q12123161Q017710)' (49)

where Q is the set of the discrete states of the automaton and )3 is the discrete

control input set. ER is the discrete perceptive reference set. Q0 is a set of starting

states and 6 is the evolutions of states. 17 is the output function. 0 is output, it can

be a vector.
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Due to the perceptive specification, the following properties describe the state

transitions and the output action trigged by the control command input and the

reference inputs.

11,- = 15(2301). (4.10)

01. = 77((11. 01.) (4-11)

where q,,qj E Q,O)c 6 0,0216 2,0), 6 ER.

The perceptive automaton improves the diversity of the input signals. Corre-

sponding different inputs the automaton can have different responses including state

switching and command issuing. The perceptive automaton is based on discrete

perceptive reference. In order to combine the continuous perceptive reference and

the discrete perceptive reference mentioned above, a hybrid automaton is capable of

bridging the two kinds of variables. Based on [17] [36], a hybrid automaton can be

defined as follows.

Definition (Hybrid Automaton). A hybrid automaton is considered to be a

tuple

M” = (Q,X, 23,6, 00,110), (4.12)

where Q is the set of discrete variables, X is the set of continuous variables, 2

is the alphabet of the discrete input, Q0 is a set of starting states, 7) is the output

function and 0 is the output. 0 can be a vector space.

The state transition function and the output function can be described as

0k = 77(qi,0'i,X) (4.14)
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Definition (Hierarchical Automaton). A hierarchical automaton is an au-

tomaton consisting of several nodes, some of which are other automata. The first

automaton is an upper automaton, the other automata denoting the nodes of the

upper automaton are called embedded automata. Then this architecture can be de-

scribed as a tuple, M1. = (Qu, 62314. EU, $511,611,613M, Quo, Q2110. 0),

EU is the input set for the upper automaton, EEM is the input set of embedded

automaton, QU is a set of the states( the nodes of the upper automaton), QEM is a

set of the states of the automata embedded into nodes of QU, Quo is the set of the

starting states of QU, QEMo is the set of the starting states of QEM. (5g and (SEM

describe the transition functions of QU and QEM, respectively.

perceptive Automaton, hybrid Automaton, and hierarchical Automaton describe

three basic properties of automata based on which the hybrid system framework are

developed. The automata in the framework are thought of as the combinations of the

above three basic prototypes.

4.2.2 Hierarchical Task Erecution Architecture

As shown in Figure 4.2, task execution for a typical mobile robot system is imple-

mented as a Schedule-Plan-Control Architecture. The hierarchical task execution

architecture includes three parts: a task scheduler, an action planner, and a motion

planner. These three parts are modeled using automata.

Task Scheduler

The task scheduler sequentially generates tasks according to the commands and dis-

crete task level references. It is an automaton based on perceptive reference with

hybrid variables.

MTaskSch = (Q1271, 2%3X161Q03n107’ask50h)’

where the unexpected event input and task level reference input are in the language
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LfiT, and L? , respectively. The inputs from the Task Level Reference automaton

trigger the task output in the hybrid language L¥. Logically, it chooses the higher

priority task from the inputs, e.g. obstacle avoidance.

Action planner

The action planner is placed between the task scheduler and the motion planner in

the architecture. The function of the planner is to generate a sequence of actions

according to the task input from the task level. According to the definitions given

above, the action planner is modeled as a hybrid perceptive automaton which can be

described as a tuple,

MActPlan = (Q12’5!)EHA’X161Q017710ActPlan)-

It has the perceptive reference inputs in the hybrid language L]:A and the task

inputs in a hybrid language L5! denoted as:

[ActPlanl : L5"! (4.15)

[ActPlan2 = Lit. (4-15)

The output 0.41:1plan is in the language Lg.

The continuous variables in set X carried out by hybrid language inputs give the

automaton continuous evolutions and can also be used to generate the outputs in the

hybrid language.

The Action Planner has the transition function and the output functions as follows

chtPlanj = 6(QActPlani10j)10j E 23? (4-17)

OActPlank : ”(chtPlania Uk)10k E Zing/1 (418)

The output can be a vector including several actions triggered by the perceptive
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reference. The perceptive reference input triggers the output, and the task inputs

cause the state transition of the automaton.

Motion planner

Generally, the motion planner is a mechanism to generate the continuous trajectory

of the designed motion, based on the action sequence from the action planner. The

motion planner in Fig. 4.2 is an automaton that is perceptive reference triggered and

involves hybrid variables. We describe it as a tuple

MMotPtan = (Q22§181X351Q017710M0tPlan)

The continuous reference input 3 is the only variable of the continuous output

function. Another input of the automaton is in the hybrid language L}: from the

alphabet Eff . According to the discrete part of the language input 0 in Lg, the au-

tomaton switches to the appropriate node. Each node of the automaton is a dynamic

system (or a controller) which can issue the planned continuous trajectory for the

lower level controller.

Therefore, the state transition functions and the output functions are:

qMotPlanj : 6(qMotPlani10j)10j E 2A (419)

OMotPlank = ”(qMotPlanii 8) (420)

It can be seen that the state transition and output are triggered separately by

two different inputs. For motion actions, the output to the robot controller can be a

vector in the form of OMotplank = [X (s), Y(s), X(s), 17(3)]T for generating a complete

motion trajectory.
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4.2.3 Reference Generation

Three references are used in the framework, namely the continuous motion reference,

the discrete action level reference, and the discrete task level reference.

The system has configuration sensors and environmental sensors. According to

the architecture shown above, the environmental sensory measurements are used by

the higher levels for discrete perceptive reference generation, and the motion reference

can be issued based on the configuration sensor measurements.

In this subsection, the automata designed for reference generation are described.

Action level reference

The Action Level Reference automaton has a hierarchical embedded structure consist-

ing of the upper automaton and the embedded automata that are nodes of the upper

automaton. 4.4 This automaton receives the inputs from the task level reference

automaton and the environmental sensors.

The upper automaton and the embedded automata respond to the task inputs

and sensor inputs respectively.

The upper automaton has an architecture as shown in Figure 4.4. Each task input

can change the states of the automaton which can be described as:

Qi : 6(qj10i)ij 741.an E 2;! (4.21)

In this case, each node of the upper automaton can be thought of as an automaton

embedded in the node. The embedded automata, corresponding to different nodes in

the upper automaton, may be different in state transitions and output generations.

Figure 4.4 shows the architecture of an embedded automaton.

The states and the outputs can be changed based on environmental sensor mea-

surements, i.e. Environmental Conditions(EnvCon), as shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.3: The Upper Automaton of the Action Level Reference automaton.

Emgfonmental

con itionl

Envi .onmental

con mon2

Figure 4.4: An Embedded Automaton of the Action Level Reference automaton.

The properties of such an embedded automaton can be described as

0,), = 17(q,-J-,EnvCon1c = TRUE),j 75 k (4.22)

Qik = 5(qij, ETL’UCOTLk = TRUE),j 75 k (4.23)

Where 0,, is the output to the motion reference automaton and the task scheduler,

which resets the motion reference and triggers the next action.
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Task level reference

The Task Level Reference can be generated by automaton whose state transitions

and output are triggered by the change of the environment. For example, Figure 4.5

shows how the automaton works while a mobile robot is approaching an unexpected

obstacle. The automaton operates by issuing a proper command response to the

unexpected event.

 
Figure 4.5: An Example of the Task Level Reference Automaton.

The transition function and the output function of the automaton are:

0,- = 17(q1 20,-) = A0(.),o,- E 235! (4.24)

o,- = 77(q2 : 0,) = 01,0,- 6 E? (4.25)

Where A0 denotes Obstacle Avoidance, d is the distance between the mobile

robot and its nearest obstacle; and do is the minimum safe distance between them.

The outputs in language LfiT go to Task Scheduler and the Action Level Reference

automaton, respectively.

The robot controller design based on a continuous motion reference is referred to

[60]. Essentially, the nonlinear feedback control law is given by [60] as
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1' ..—.. D(q)J,,—1[i'/d(s) + K,é(s) + Kpe(s) (4.26)

-—J1.(il + C(M) + 0(a)

The dynamics of the robotic system with continuous perceptive reference is described

as

du)
_=2 4.27d8 a ( _ )

do

—= 4.28d3 u ( )

4.3 Perceptive Control for Mobile Manipulation and

Tele-Operation

A typical application of the proposed model is the execution of a scheduling-planning-

control task in mobile manipulation. The task is to pick up an object and transport

it to a desired destination with a mobile manipulator. In the route of transporting

the object, an unexpected obstacle occurs. In order to complete the task, the mobile

manipulator will execute an obstacle avoidance task. The mobile manipulator will

then resume its original task and reach the destination.

4.3.1 Hybrid Languages

According to definition 6, the hybrid language can be composed of an extended alpha-

bet. Each word contains the primitive discrete atom followed by the values of continu-

ous variables. The task set can be defined as T = {T1, T2}. T1 means “transporting”,

T2 means “avoiding an obstacle.” As defined above, the action set is A = {A1, A2},

where A1 means “following a straight line,” and A2 denotes “going through an are.”
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To build the hybrid languages for the task set and action set, some continuous vari-

ables can be added to describe the atoms. In the extended task set, T1(m1, n1)(m2, n2)

denotes “transporting an object from point(m1,n1) to point(m2,n2).” T2(m,n, l0)

denotes “to avoid an obstacle at(m, n) at the distance l0.” In the extended action

set, the A1(m,n,l) denotes “following a straight line with directional cosine (m,n) and

length l.” The A2(m,n,r) denotes “go through an are centered at (m, n) with length

r.” A3 and A4 denote “close the gripper” and “open the gripper”, respectively.

4.3. 2 Task Execution

Task Scheduler: The output of the task scheduler is T1(m1, n1)(m2, n2) until the

obstacle has been detected.

Action Planner: Based on the input T1(m1, n1)(m2, n2), the transition and the

output of the action planner are qu1 = (q0,T1) and OAPI = g(qu1,reset) = A1.

When the planner has the action reference input A1 meaning that the A1 action is

finished, the output action triggered by A1 is a vector 0Ap1 = g(qAp1, A1) = [A2, A3]T.

The output triggered by action reference A11 is another action 0,4121 = 77(qu2, A11) 2

A4. The directional cosines and the length between A1 and All can be found with

the parameters in T1 geometrically.

Motion Planner: The inputs A1(m1,n1, l1), A11(m11,n11, MI) E Eff cause the

states transition of the motion planner. qMotpzanl = (5(qo, A1), qMotpianu = 6(q0, A11).

The states denote different trajectories, ex., straight line path and are path. Corre-

sponding to the continuous perceptive reference input, 3, the distance the robot trav-

eled, the continuous trajectory outputs can be described by the following equations:

for a straight line path

at = mV(s) (4.29)

y = nV(s) (4.30)
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for a circular Path(an arc)

:1; = m + TCOS(S/r) (4.31)

y = n + rsin(s/r) (4.32)

5 = —%V(s) (4.33)

11 = §V1si 14.34)

In this case, the trajectory is made up of two pieces of straight lines A1 and All.

Action Level Reference: The nodes of the upper automaton denote differ-

ent paths, namely two segments of straight lines managed by the same procedure.

The state transition is qu = 5AR(qARo, T1(m1,n1)(m2, n2)). The output function

and state transition of embedded automaton MARI can be described as 0,4311 2

g(qARm,L 2 l1) and (1.41211 = 6A31(qA310,L 2 II), respectively. L is the length the

robot traveled since the new action started.

4.4 Description for Language-Based Hybrid Perceptive

Reference

In order to study the properties of the proposed model, the hierarchical architecture

is considered as an integrated system. to describe the robotic manipulation system

in the perceptive frame, Hybrid Perceptive Reference space is introduced in this

dissertation.

4.4.1 Hybrid Perceptive Reference Space of Robotic Manipulation

System

Considering the traditional time based systems, the reference has two significant

features. First, it is a variable in a metric space. Second, it evolves itself forward
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during the operation of the system.

The system illustrated in Figure 4.2, the hybrid system model, can be described

with perceptive references and states, which can be expressed in a hybrid fashion.

A hybrid perceptive trajectory is a finite or infinite sequence of reference interval

e = {STmSARJ-SK}, where SK 6 [0, 85,] = [31.57711 6 2%,SARJ- E 2%,. Although

the first two parts of e = {STRiSARJ-SK} have the continuous components, these

components are stationary. The perceptive references at the task level and the action

level can be still thought of as the discrete parts. The item sK is a continuous variable.

4.4.2 Hybrid Metric Space

For the discrete topology, the hybrid metric can be generated in the following fashion:

d(STRiISARj118TRi2SARj2) = 2 if STRil ¢ STRi2.

d(STRiISARj11 STRiZSARfl) = 1 if STRilSAle = STRiZSARfl, SAle 3* 341132

For the continuous item sK, the metric is d(sK,-, SKj) =|| 3K,- —- sKJ- I]

Claim: the product space STR x S,4); x S can be generated by the matric:

dD(STRilSARjISK11STR1'2SARj2SK2) = d(STRiISARj11STRiZSARj2)+ II SKi — SKj II-

Proof:

(1) “d” can satisfy the metric symmetric axiom ;

(2) dD(STRiSARjSK1STRiSARjSK) =

d(STRiSARj1STRiSARj)+ I] 3K - six I] =0;

(3) It satisfies the triangle inequality.

For the discrete parts:

Let dD(1,2) denote dD(STR,-ISARJ-1, STRizsARjQ),

dD(2, 3) denote dD(STRi2SARj21STRi3SARj3)1

and dD(1,3) denote dD(STR,-13ARJ-1, STRi3SARj3).

If dD(1,2) = 2, dD(2,3) = 2. Then dD(1,3) g 2, dD(1,3) S dD(1,2) + dD(2,3) = 4;
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If dD(1,2) = I, dp(2,3) = 2. Then (100,3) = 2, dD(1,3) S dD(1,2) + dD(2,3) — 3;

Ide(1,2)= 1,dD(2,3)=1. Then dD(1,3) S 1, dD(1,3) S dD(1,2) + dD(2,3)

)If d011,2) = 0, dD(2,3 = 1. Then (100,3) = 1, dD(1,3) g dD(1,2) + dD(2,3) = 1;

If (100,2) = 0, dD(2, 3) = 0. Then dD(1,3) = 0, (100,3) 5 (100,2) '1' dp(2,3) = 0;

For the continuous parts, the triangle inequality can be satisfied. Thus, d is a metric.

4.4.3 Independent Evolution

The perceptive reference is working as a “clock” or a “driver ”, to trigger the planning

and control activities. The triggering reference should evolve independently along a

chain, an evolving chain, which plays the role of the time in the traditional time-based

systems.

The “time” can be described as an ordered set. There exists a subset of the

partially ordered set which is a totally ordered set.

We define the binary relation “j”, for perceptive reference value a and b, we say

a j b if the time at which event a happens precedes to the time at which b happens.

It can be proven that the perceptive reference trajectory is ordered by the binary

relation “j”.

In an execution of a given task, the continuous reference 3 is a monotonic increasing

function of time. Then the continuous part of the reference is ordered. Based on the

sensor information and the task level linguistic input, the output of task level reference

is ordered by the task sequence.

From the model of the action level reference q, = 6(Qj, 0,), it can be seen that the

output of this level follows the order of the order of the state transitions on the upper

automaton.

It means that if STE“ j Sum, then STmSARJ-SKJ- -< SIMS/(3,31,,- for any i and

Given a, b E {STRiSARj SK}, the reflexivity and antisymmetry can be satisfied.
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The transitivity can be stated by the ordering characteristics of the three level

references. Finally, for any a, b E {STR,SAR,-SK}, satisfy the relation a j b or b j a.

A perceptive reference trajectory is {STRiSAR,- SK}, a totally ordered set with the

binary relation j.

Therefore, the perceptive reference can evolve independently over time.

4.5 Hybrid State Space Model for Robotic Manipulations

We denote the state of the integrated system in a hybrid way:

Let Xh = {qTquMX} be a hybrid state, where (17 is the state of task scheduler,

q, is the state of action planner, qM is the state of motion planner. qT,qT, and qT are

discrete variables, X is the continuous state of the low level control system. Similar

to the perceptive reference description, the metric of the state space can be defined by

(infirm/1111111. (Iraq/12111111) = 3 if cm at cm.

dD(qT1inqM1, qT2qA2qM1) = 2 if Qtri = (Iraq/11 7'é QA2

dD(QT1qAIQM11QT2QAZQM1) = 1 if (17‘1in = (17:20.42, (11m 7‘5 41142

d(QH11QH2) = dD(QT1QA1QM11QT2QA2QMI)+ H X1 — X2 I]

We denote the hybrid system as dXh/ds” = f(Xh,u(s”)). Therefore, the entire

system can be described in the hybrid space.
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CHAPTER 5

ANALYSIS OF CONTROL SYSTEM IN PERCEPTIVE

FRAME

5. 1 Introduction

The proposed control method is described in the perceptive frame. The nature of the

hybrid perceptive reference ensures the control model has the specifications from both

the hybrid systems and the evolution of the perceptive references. Hybrid systems

have been extensively investigated in the past. One of the limitations in the literature

is that most of the discussions are time-based. On the other hand, it is desirable to

develop the analysis methods for the dynamical properties of the hybrid switched

system with hybrid perceptive reference and states.

Based on the description of the references and hybrid states of the integrated

system. In this chapter, the analysis issues will be focusing on the evolution property

of the perceptive references, stability in hybrid space, and instruction complexity

during the unexpected event processing.

5.2 Evolving of Perceptive Reference

Any non-time reference is generated by the observation of the environment or the

system states, which are independent from time. For instance, the distance the mobile

robot traveled can be chosen as the motion reference. The evolution of the reference

can stopped by the obstacle that blocks the motion of the system until the block is

released. Thus, evolving is crucial for perceptive reference.

The system illustrated in Figure 4.2, the hybrid system model, can be described

with perceptive references and states, which can be expressed in a hybrid fashion.

A hybrid perceptive reference trajectory is a finite or infinite sequence of reference
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interval 8 = {STRiSARJ-Sij},,j, where 5,,- = [0, s,,-], STE,- 6 2%,, SARJ- E 22,4. We

denote sh as the value of the hybrid reference, i.e. s” E e. Furthermore, an execution

of a hybrid perceptive automaton describes a collection x = {e,qM,x}, where e is

a hybrid perceptive reference trajectory, qM is a map from STRiSARj to Q, and 2:

maps the continuous reference 3 to the continuous state space. We define L, is the

minimum value of the sum of the distance, i.e., L, = ES”. An execution is minimum

if L, = min{ES,-,~}.

A hybrid system is called deterministic if the system has a unique minimum exe-

cution.

To simplify the problem, we impose the following standing assumption.

Assumption: For given initial states (qO. 2:0) and inputs, the minimum execution

in the perceptive frame is unique for a given hybrid system, i.e., the execution is

deterministic. Furthermore, the execution continuously depends on the initial state

and inputs.

The system in the perceptive frame is driven by the evolution of the perceptive

references. The hybrid perceptive references are introduced to keep the system evolv-

ing.

A discrete transition of the hybrid perceptive references occurs when an unex-

pected event blocks the evolution of the references. Such an event can occur at any

state (qb, 101,) corresponding to the perceptive reference cl, = {STRbSARbSb}. It could

lead the system to another state from which the execution has unique solution to the

final state and the evolution of the perceptive references cannot be blocked by the

unexpected event again.

This fact is stated more formally in theorem (Evolving) in the section of proposed

work.

One of the major advantages of the use of linguistic control in perceptive frame

is that the perceptive control method can modify the preplanned trajectory in the
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presence of unexpected events. Generally, in the time-referenced systems, replanning

the path is required as the system is blocked by unexpected events, it causes extra

computation complexity in this respect. The control systems in perceptive frame

are driven by perceptive references, in other words, for robotic systems, the path

and control command generated according to the perceptive reference, once the path

planning is accomplished, the desired path is triggered by the events in the perceptive

references(X = P(s"). It gives the system a large flexibility in planning and control.

When the unexpected events block the evolution of the perceptive reference, the

system can switch to avoid the blocks and eventually come back to the predefined

perceptive reference, then resume the preplanned path without replanning.

Definition (Reference complexity): given a perceptive control system, and a lin-

guistic description, the reference complexity of a given task T is given by the minimum

length word STRISARI, STRISARQ...STRiSARju., it is denoted as C(T). Moreover, the

reference complexity can represent how many discrete switches the system should

make when the system start from an initial state to a destination state.

This can be described based on the architecture shown in Figure 4.2. The state

transition function and the output function for the action planner are:

chtPianj = 6(QActPlani10j)aaj E E? (511)

OActPlank = ”(q/iatpzan110kLOk E xii/1 (5-2)

The state transition functions for the motion planner

(IMotPlanj = 6(QMotPlani10j)10j E EA (5-3)

Intuitively, if the states are different in the task level, the system needs to switch

and plan a new task for example, if the states will switch at the action level, it does

not cause the transition on task level. then complexity could be reduced without the
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task level scheduling.

Assume that for a given task, the average of the minimum length of the word is N.

There exist N unknown static obstacles on the preplanned trajectory. The unexpected

events make the mobile robot switch the discrete state to avoid the current segment

of the preplanned execution. The instruction complexity is N + M >1: b, if the system

replans the path every time, the total instruction complexity is N + (N — 1) + (N —

2)...+, the order of the complexity is N2.

The proposed method is capable of dealing with unexpected events, which can

block the perceptive reference. It is essential to describe and prove this proposition

theoretically.

Proposition (Evolving): Given any state ((15,135) 6 X0 = {8, q,x}, on an

execution of the hybrid automaton, there exists a discrete transition to qt 6 Q,

the system has a unique minimum execution Xm = {e,q, x} to the final state, and

((111.2112) 6? Xm = {614133}-

Roughly speaking, the proposition explains that since both the initial state and

the final state are placed in the defined reachable domain, the system has a unique

solution. The continuous dependence on initial conditions guarantees that the hybrid

system cannot reach the state blocking the evolution of the continuous perceptive

reference.

To investigate the ability of the proposed perceptive control model to reduce the

complexity during the unexpected events is one of the future research issues. As

the environment becomes increasingly complex, in particular, the dynamic obstacles

may occur on the trajectory of the robot. The dynamic obstacles may block the

mobile robot at any point with any possible velocities. It causes the extra instruction

complexity in the perceptive frame. The perceptive frame control takes advantage of

the sensor information which contains the knowledge of environmental changes.

In order to reduce the complexity, two approaches are considered. First, the
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hierarchical architecture shows that if the perceptive reference of the system can

conduct discrete transition on the lower level, the complexity can be reduced, because

the transition on task level usually consists of several low level actions. Second, the

complexity is largely depending on the event-triggering architecture. The perceptive

reference has rich information about the current state of the system and environmental

changes. How to employ the perceptive information in a complicated environment

with multiple obstacles or dynamical obstacles, therefore, is crucial.

5.3 Stability of Perceptive Control System

As a dynamical system, the robotic manipulation system has to be stable. For mobile

manipulation systems, the controller can run in different types, motion control of

the mobile base or motion control of the robot arm, and autonomous control or

teleoperation control. The segments in different types of control form the whole

control procedure.

Lyapunov stability plays an important role in the control system analysis and

design. In [63] [60], for continuous perceptive systems, it has been proven that if a

system is asymptotically stable with time t as its motion reference base, and if the

new motion reference 3 is a (monotone increasing) non-decreasing function of time t,

then the system is (asymptotically) stable with respect to the new motion reference

base 3. The time-based Lyapunov function V(t), then can be described as V(S), i.e.,

the Lyapunov function for motion reference based system.

For the hybrid model, an execution is a sequence of segments described by the

perceptive reference trajectory and the corresponding hybrid states.

For the system dx/ds = f(x), we say that V(s) is a candidate Lyapunov function

if V(s) is a continuous positive definite function ( about the origin 0) with continuous

partial derivatives. Note this assumes V(O) = 0.

Considering switched hybrid systems, the systems operate in a hybrid metric
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space. The stability property of such systems could be described in the hybrid state

space of the perceptive frame. Therefore, multiple Lyapunov function can be used to

discuss the stability issue.

Given a dynamical system in the perceptive frame, if there exist Lyapunov func-

tions V1(s”), V2(s”)... with hybrid perceptive references, corresponding to the hy-

brid perceptive reference trajectory and different segments of executions, for a given

strictly increasing sequence of STR.-S'ARJ- (discrete reference values), denoted by I =

STRiSARj in the perceptive reference, we say that V is a Lyapunov-like function for

function f and execution X = {e, q, x}, if

1. dV(x(s"))/ds S 0

2. V is a monotonically non-increasing on ordered set I.

Theorem (Lyapunov Stability): Suppose we have candidate Lyapunov func-

tions V,,i = 1...N, and vector field dx/ds = f,(x) with f,(0) = 0, Let E be the set of

all switching sequences associated with the system. If for each s” E E we have for all

i, V,- is Lyapunov—like for f,. Then the system is stable in the sense of Lyapunov.

Proof: Given a strictly increasing sequence of STRiSARj, we denote the time at

which the reference happen as r(STR),SARb). Because the perceptive reference is an

ordered set by relation j, i.e., 1(52) 5. T(s[,‘), for any 32 j s[,‘. Based on the stability

theorem in [60], the corresponding time based functions have the identical monotony.

From [6], for the case if N = 2, or N > 2, we always can pick a small neighborhood

of the origin with p from that the trajectory will stay in B(1'), which is the minimum

ball around the origin over all the possible Lyapunov functions.

When the system has only one vector field dX/ds" = f(X), for any given seg-

ment of execution x = {e, q, x}, the continuous reference evolves in the interval[0, 3]

due to the discrete transitions of the discrete perceptive references. The system is

still stable since Lyapunov—like functions keep the monotony properties under these

circumstances. The strictly increasing sequence of STRiSARj still exists. Hence the
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Lyapunov stability can not be changed by switch of the references. The multiple

Lyapunov-like functions provide a convenient way for analyzing the state stability of

the switched systems and the further discussion on input-state stability.

5. 3.1 Input-State Stability of Hybrid Perceptive Control

The given hybrid control model can be thought of as a forced control system. Hence,

the input-state stability is required, in particular, for the hybrid switched systems.

One of the future research issues is to study the input-state stability on the hybrid

control model. Switched control inputs on the low level controller of the given system

model can be thought of as piecewise continuous and bounded function of sh.

Definition The system above is said to be locally input-to-state stable if there

exist a class KL function B, 101 and 1122 such that for any initial state x(s[,‘) with

[I x(s[,‘ [IS 151 and any input u(s”) with supshtsg I] u(s”) ]|< k2, i.e., for any bounded

signal. The execution on the system exists and satisfies

ll X(8") IIS (3(ll 03(83) ||1dD(h‘183)) + V(sur ll u(S) II) (5.4)

It is said to be input-to-state stable if the above inequality is satisfied for any initial

state and any bounded input u(s”)

Based on the definition, we will discuss the input-to—state stability of the system

with the hybrid perceptive reference, when the corresponding time based system have

input—to—state stable for the given conditions on the time-based input.

The input-to—state stability can give an approach to analyze the system stability.

In particular, the hybrid systems have to deal with the control signal with different

switched segments due to and different control types including teleoperation and au-

tonomous control. different control inputs require the input-to-state stability. Control
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signal can be tracked. input-to—state stability can guarantee that the control signal

can be tracked by the hybrid system in the perceptive frame.

Theorem 1 (Stability): Suppose we have candidate Lyapunov functions V,,i =

1...N, and vector field dx/ds = f,(x) with f,(0) == 0, Let E be the set of all switching

sequences associated with the system. If for each s” E E we have for all i, V} is

Lyapunov-like for f,~. Then the system is stable in the sense of Lyapunov.

Proof: Given a strictly increasing sequence of STRiSAI-Zj, we denote the time at

which the reference happen as 7(STRbSARb). Since the perceptive reference is an

ordered set by relation 5, i.e., 7(82) S 'r(s[,'), for any 32 j s[,‘. Based on the stability

theorem for continuous perceptive system, the corresponding time based functions

have the identical monotony. According to [5] for the case if N = 2, or N > 2, we

always can pick a small neighborhood of the origin with p from that the trajectory

will stay in B(r), which is the minimum ball around the origin over all the possible

Lyapunov functions.

Theorem 2(Exponential Stability): Suppose we have candidate Lyapunov

functions V,,i = 1...N, and vector field dx/ds = f,(x) with f,(0) = 0, Let E be the set

of all switching sequences associated with the system. In the perceptive frame, if for

each s” E E we have for all i, V,- is Lyapunov-like for f,-. Then the system is exponen-

tialy stable in the sense of Lyapunov. If There exist constants ag, 29,79, 9 = 1, ...,l,

such that:

-- V33 6 910114” a? II) S V9011) S figlll a? ll) (5-5)

—— Vx E Q,

for switching from q to r.

Proof: Since the perceptive reference can be introduced in to the hybrid system.
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The Lyapunov function V, has the reference segment, which evolves from 0, after

discrete transitions. Then in the given case, V,(x) S V,(x(t1))/(—7,/fir(3)), Since

Va: 6 Eg,, V,(x) S Vg(x) for switching from g to r.

ll $(t) HS 56“” || 22(3") ll - (5-7)

N = 6(s — s”) (5.8)

h
Where perceptive reference 3 is a discrete transition. Therefore the system is expo-

nentially stable in sense of Lyapunov.

5. 3.2 Continuity of input-output mapping

The offset on the continuous variables of the task level linguistic inputs. For the tasks,

which have the same discrete task but different continuous variables, i.e., two task

controls in the same task subspace, if the continuous parts approximate sufficiently,

then the states of the system are sufficiently close to each other.

It can be formally described by followings:

For a given task subspace T,, the mapping L is referred to as a continuous mapping,

if there always exists an e, for given 6 such that H AA ||< 6, when [I AT ||< 6. The

intuitive meaning is that both the task and the action will evolve continuously. The

norm || AA l] is referred to as the sum of all the action offset. I.e., || AA I]: E || AA,- ||.

Thus, the input and output of the task controller in the linear space T and A are

continuous dependent.

5. 3.3 Stability conditions for switched systems

The stability conditions include two parts. First, the switching between the task

subspace with different dimension is stable under certain conditions of Lyapunov
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functions. Second, the continuous variable of the task input do not spoil the stability,

if for a given value, the system is stable.

Assumption: The input and the output of the task controllers in linear space are

continuous dependent.

Claim 3: If the vector fields corresponding to the switching task T1 and T2 in

Q1 and (22 are exponentially stable. Then given any continous part T1 and T2, the

switching tasks will be stable.

Proof: The control input of the low level controller is generated by linear mappings

L : T— > A and L’ : A— > (I, so the mapping L(L’) follows lipschitz condition, such

that H L(L’Xx) - L(10(3) _<_ l H x - 11 II-

For the conditions of the theorem 2 still hold, for a close loop controller, we have:

Vx E 91,6Vi(x)/Bs = 8Vi(x)/0x . f(x,s), (5.9)

Then, from different vectors T in the same task subspace, Au is defined as the pertu-

bation the controller caused by the offset of the vector T1 and T2. Substitute linear

mappings L : T— > A and L’ : A— > (2 and lipschitz coefficiant l.

H 13(0 HS 1/15 - (6“) ll 16(8?) || - (5-10)

M = —5(s — s?)/l (5.11)

The system is stable in sense of Lyapunov during the task switches.

5.4 Modeling of Unexpected Event

The ability to deal with unexpected events is crucial for a perceptive control system.

Q represents the set of the vector fields, (q1,...,q,,), for a m—dimensional space, at
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least it has in m—dimensional orthogonal vector fileds. f1...fm. Therefore, for any 2

points x1 and x2, the system can start from x1, x2 within finite time of switches over

the vector fields.

In task execution, the continuous reference 3 should satisfies: L,5(q,x) > 0, it

guarantees that the continuous reference is an increasing function of the time t.

5.4.1 Unexpected Events(UE) in Robotic Manipulations

Unexpected events in robotic manipulations can be described as follows:

For a given 6 = {STRiSARjSK}, Where SK 6 [Skts,k],STRi E 2%,8/1123‘ 6 221/1.

and an execution of a hybrid perceptive automaton x = {e, g, x}, A unexpected event

happends, when the following two condition hold:

ds/dt IS = 0,S = s: E (3623?), (5.12)

5: 3‘ STRI, SARJ- (5-13)

Furthermore, an unexpected event represents a convex region UA that is an open

set of states, in which the above conditions hold, the boundary is a scalar function

w(x) = 0, and w(x) > 0 for x E U,4, when UE happen, using “Lie Derivative”, we

have wa(x) > 0,w(x) = 0.

It is a local blocking event of Task T if we can find a subset of the trajectory

X1 = {81.11.50}. where 3t = (82.8?) 9! U1.

5.4.2 Unexpected Event Processing in Perceptive Frame

For hybrid automata, the unexpected events can be described as a disturbance for a

system. The system is desired to be able to return to the designed trajectory after

the disturbance. Or, the unexpected events can be treated as a task executed before
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finishing the current task. The new task is to switch out of the blocking state then

return to and resume the previous task. For the given model, the unexpected event

will affect the states, causes a discrete state transition. A new vector field will be

applied on the continuous states of the system. which is an orthogonal vector field

to the old one, < f,(x) - fi+1(x) >= 0, then it can satisfy the following conditions:

Lf,+,w(x) < 0, Lf,+1S(q, x) > O, the former makes the system leave domain UA

from the boundary w(x) = 0, the latter guarantees the evolution of the continuous

reference.

The following theorem shows the existence of the solution at unexpected events

in the perceptive frame.

Theorem 4: if the unexpected event eu is a local blocking event, there exists

another finite automaton and with the same alphabet, corresponding to the new au-

tomaton, the automaton can go back to the original task trajectory X = {e,q,x}.

The following is the sketch of the proof of the Theorem 4. Since the given UE is

a local blocking event, B — U.4 is a path connected domain. There exists a sequence

of vectors connecting xeu and 117,, s = 3mm," E 3,, which is l1...l,,, p is a finite number.

Since the vectors can be described as the trajectory in the given orthogonal vector

fields though a linear mapping M, then the trajectory can be decomposed as a finite

number of the connected segments in the switching vector fields. We denote the

segments with the action level alphabet, as wl...wm, m is a finite number.

Based on the sequence of the segments, a new automaton can be built for UE

processing and switching back to the original task. The string of the corresponding

automaton is wl...wm, which is embedded in the string of original task execution.

5.4.3 Unexpected Event Processing: An Example

In Mobile Manipulation, after an unexpected obstacle is detected, the task reference

generates the event of obstacle T2(mo,no, lo), the output of the task scheduler is
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T2(mo, no, lo). It causes a discrete switch over discrete variables, an obstacle avoidance

on the task execution to switch and resume the evolution of the continuous perceptive

reference. When the effect of the unexpected event is removed, the robot will resume

the previous task to reach the destination. The perceptive reference will never be

blocked.

Action Planner: The transition function and the output function are qu2 =

5((1AP1. T207101 710)) and 0.4132 = ”(44102. reset) = A2(ma2an021 7112), respectively.

Motion Planner: The motion planner receives the action A2(mag, n02, rug) from

the action planner, the outputs can be described by equations(3.30) (3.33).

Action Level Reference: This automaton has a state transition on the upper

automaton due to the unexpected event and returns to the previous state after the

process of the unexpected event. The triggered procedure is the same as in the task

execution process.

AO_finish-

   
W

Figure 5.1: Unexpected Event Processing in the Task Level Reference.

The transition function and the output function are qu2 = 6(qu1,T2(mo,no))

and 0,4122 = 17(qu2, reset) = A2(mag, nag, Tag), respectively.

The motion planner receives the action A2(mag, nag, rag) from the action planner,

the outputs can be described by equations(3.22)-(3.25).

This automaton has a state transition on the upper automaton due to the unex-

pected event and returns to the previous state after processing the unexpected event.

The triggered procedure is the same as in the task execution process.

In real time tele—operated systems, it is important to synchronize the command
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from the operator to the arm controller. The time delay of the communication be-

tween the Operator and controller will significantly affect the control performance. If

the controller cannot receive the next position or velocity command before it finishes

executing the current one. It has to stOp or just keep going on the current velocity,

the former reduces the smoothness of execution while the later causes large control

errors. In the hybrid perceptive frame model, the delayed command is thought of as

an unexpected event on action level, that can prevent the discrete perceptive reference

from evolving.

The routing for the unexpected event is to switch to another action which decel-

erates the motion to make the trajectory smooth until the next control command is

received then switch back to the previous state and the path plan is modified. As the

result, the hybrid perceptive reference cannot be blocked.
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CHAPTER 6

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

6.1 Experimental System Setup

The experimental system, as shown in Figure 6.1, is an integrated control system.

The hardware structure and the software structure of the system will be introduced

in this chapter.

6.1.1 Hardware Structure

The robot controller is a computer control system. The mobile manipulator has two

PCs for the Puma 560 control and the mobile robot. Both PCs in the mobile manipu-

lator are communicating with the workstation or PC whose interface can have humans

involved into the control process. Human intervention is involved through joystick

controller. Two kinds of force-feedback joysticks are employed in the experimental

system: the MicroSoft(MS) joystick, which can send the human motion command in

velocities, and the Phantom joystick, which issues the motion command in positions.

The mobile manipulator has a laser range finder, which can measure the distance

of the object ahead with a uniformly distributed bundle of laser lights. The encoders

of the mobile manipulator can measure the position of gripper.

6.1.2 Software Structure

The control software of the experimental system consists of:

0 Robot Arm Control program: A program for controlling the Puma 560.

a Mobile Base Control program: This is designed for motion control of the

base and collection of sensor measurements.
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Figure 6.1: The Experimental System

a Mobile Base Control Proxy: It is a program to receive the command from

the shared memory and send the commands to Mobile Base Controller in PCZ.

0 Online Model Learning software: Based on the measurements from the

laser range finder, the encoders and the force/torque sensor, the parameters of

the model for the cart can be estimated.
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0 Hybrid Linguistic Control program: This is the high level controller of the

experimental system, running in the perceptive frame.

0 Joystick Client User Interface: The interface software converts the mea-

surements of human operation on the joystick into motion control signals and

sends the control signals to a remote motion controller.

a Joystick Control Server: This program is running in PCI and designed

to receive the commands from Joystick Client User Interface, then send the

commands to the shared memory in PCl
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Figure 6.2: The Software Structure of the Experimental System

Figure 6.2 shows the modules in each program and the relations between the

control programs, based on the hardware structure shown in Fig. 6.1.
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6.1.3 Robot Controller and Task Modeling

The mobile manipulator can be controlled remotely by an operator through the joy-

sticks or can run autonomously by a computer program.

In perceptive frame, the robot controller can be described as

T = B(q)J,,-1[Yd(s) + K.é(s) + er(s) (6.1)

—J).41 + C(q, <2) + C(q)

The dynamics of the robot is described as

dw__

E _ 2a (6.2)

do

Where W = 222. As shown in Figure 6.1, the task model is a nonholonomic wheeled

cart. The cart has two omnidirectional wheels installed on the front of the cart, and

two rear wheels which are mono-directional. A flat board is installed on the back of

the cart. The laser range finder can detect the distances to the points on the board

based on which the orientation can be estimated.

6.2 Experimental Results for Online Model Learning

The proposed model learning method has been tested using a Mobile Manipulation

System consisting of a Nomadic XR4000 mobile robot, a puma560 robot arm attached

on the mobile robot. A nonholonomic cart is gripped by the end-effector of the robot

arm as shown in Fig.1. There are two PCs in the mobile platform, one uses Linux

as the operating system for the mobile robot control and the other uses a real time

operating system QNX for the control of the Puma560. The end-effector is equipped

with a Jr3 force/torque sensor.
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In order to identify the model of the cart, two types of interaction between mobile

manipulator and the cart are planned. First, the robot pushes the cart back and

forward without turning the cart. The sensory measurement of the acceleration and

the force applied to the cart can be recorded. Second, the cart was turned left and

right alternatively to obtain the sensory measurements of the position of the point A

and the orientation of the cart.

To estimate the mass of the cart, Recursive LSM is used. The measured accel-

eration signal and the measured signal of the pushing force have independent white

noise. Hence, the estimation should be unbiased. The estimate of the mass of the

cart can be obtained directly by LSM.
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Figure 6.3: The mass estimation, for m=45 Kg.

Fig.6.3 and Fig.6.4 indicate the mass estimation process. In the beginning, the

estimation is oscillating, however, a few seconds later, the estimation became stable.

The mass estimation results are listed in Table 6.1.

According to the proposed method, the algorithm filters the raw signal to have

different bandwidths. The experimental results are shown by the graphs below.

The figures(Fig.6.14, 6.15 and 6.16)indicate the e and the parameter estimation
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errors in different levels, in case of L=0.93m, 1.31m, and 1.46m, respectively.

The horizontal axes represent the index of the estimation level, the level here

means the estimation stage as shown in figure 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16. There is maximally

13 estimation stages in this estimation, therefore the index of the levels ranges from

1 to 13. The vertical axes of the figures represent the absolute value of relative
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mass estimate error(kg) err0r(%)

45.0 49.1 4.1 9.1%

55.0 62.2 7.2 13.1%

30.0 26.8 3.2 10.7%  
 

Table 6.1: The Results of Mass Estimation.
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estimation error, and the value of e.

Fig. 6.6, Fig. 6.7, Fig. 6.8, Fig. 6.9,Fig. 6.10, Fig. 6.11,Fig. 6.12, and Fig. 6.13

shows the estimation processes at 9th-12 levels for L=1.31m. The tends of variance

P at all the levels show that the estimations of the recursive least square method

is convergent. The figure at 10th level indicates a smooth curve of the estimation,

which results in the best estimate.

Fig. 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16 indicate that the estimation reaches the minimum léilil =

10.5%, 7.9% and 2.6% at level 11, 10 and 10, respectively. The figures also show

that after the estimation level at which the estimation error takes a minimum value,

the value of e and the estimation errors are increasing, due to lacking of the high
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Length LS WBMI

(m) L(m) error L(m) error

0.93 0.0290 -96% 1.0278 10.5%

1.14 0.1280 —89.3% 1.061 -7.0%

1.31 0.1213 -90.0% 1.415 7.9%

1.46 0.1577 -89% 1.50 2.6%    
Table 6.2: Comparison of the Length Estimation Results.

frequency components of the true signal ( serious distortion )at the further levels of

low pass filtering.

The results from using the proposed method and traditional RLSM are compared

in Table 6.2.

To estimate the kinematic length of a cart, the estimates by WBMI Algorithm,

according to the proposed method, and the estimates by traditional LSM without

preprocessing the raw data are used in model identification.
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6.3 Experimental Results for Hybrid Linguistic Control in

Perceptive Frame

The proposed perceptive control model has been tested using a Mobile Manipulator-

Phantom Joystick tele-operation System consisting of a Nomadic XR4000 mobile

robot, a puma560 robot arm mounted on the mobile robot and a phantom joystick

controller. as shown in Fig. 6.20. There are two PCs on the mobile platform for the

control of the mobile robot and the Puma, respectively. Another PC is driving the

Phantom joystick and communicating with the Puma controller through the Internet.
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The first task is designed as picking up an object followed by transporting it to

a destination autonomously, i.e., without tele—operation. An unexpected obstacle

blocks the mobile robot and prevents the continuous reference from evolving while

the robot is executing the transporting task. In this implementation, environmental

information is involved in the reference processing. The experimental results show

that the proposed model is able to keep the perceptive reference evolving and trigger

multiple events.

The experimental implementation is planned as a phase triggering multiple ac-

tions, a phase executing task, a phase modifying plan and a phase resuming task as
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Figure 6.16: The results of e and |%| for L=1.46m.

mentioned in section 4.3.

As mentioned in the example, the experimental implementation is planned as a

combined process including a phase triggering multiple actions, a phase executing

task, a phase modifying plan and a phase resuming task.

Figure 7.11 shows the trajectory of the expirement result. The movement started

from P0(0.0, 0.0) and went straight to point P1(710.0,705.0), then picked up an

object at this point. In the way of transporting the object to P4(712.0, 2685.0), it

modified the designed trajectory and made an obstacle avoidance at P2(703.0, 865.0),

from there, it went through a segment of an arc with a length of 7r. From point
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Figure 6.17: The moving trajectory in the experiment.

P3(714.0, 2076) resumed the previously designed trajectory.

As designed, the action reference has triggered multiple events including next

moving path segment and the end-effector actions at the point P1 and the point

P4, the actions “close the gripper” at P1 and “open the gripper” at P4 are shown in

Figure 6.19.

The second task is designed on a Phantom Joystick-Puma560 arm joint tele-

operation to show unexpected event processing at the action level. As shown in

Figure6.20, a phantom joystick is used to control a Puma'560 robot arm through the

Internet. Phantom controller can measure and send out the position of the joystick

in the phantom work space with a fixed rate of 10 Hz. The Puma arm controller
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Figure 6.18: The moving reference in the experiment.

receives the information as motion commands and maps it to the puma arm work

space. The control frequency of the arm controller is 500Hz. Therefore, the arm

runs 50 control cycles for one phantom command. The task is to implement position

tracking from Phantom space to Puma arm space in real-time. This experiment is

designed for processing the expected events caused by the time delay of the Internet

communication between the joystick and controller. If the phantom controller cannot

receive the next position command within 50 cycles of the current command, it is an

unexpected event which can block the discrete perceptive reference.

Figures 6.21 6.22 6.23 show the Phantom-Puma position tracking control result on
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Figure 6.19: The actions triggered by the action level reference.

 

Figure 6.20: The phantom joystick tele-operation.

z axis. Fig A illustrates the trajectory from phantom position data. Fig.0 shows that

the Puma position tracking is smooth with unexpected event processing. As shown in

D, it can be found that the unexpected events (delayed commands) occurred during

the task execution. Corresponding to Fig D, Fig. B shows that the velocity control

signal is continuously evolving, i.e., the proposed hybrid reference cannot be blocked

at the occurrence of the unexpected events that may block the evolution of the single

discrete perceptive reference.
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CHAPTER 7

PERCEPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN AND VLSI

IMPLEMENTATION

Nowadays, real-time (or embedded) systems [12] have been attracting people’s atten-

tion. Roughly speaking, a real-time system is required to react to stimuli from the

environment (including the passage of physical time) within time intervals dictated

by the environment. In other words, real-time systems must respond to real-world

events. Naturally, this class of systems can be implemented in the perceptive frame.

The perceptive frame control method is aimed to solve the problems in Real-

Time Control System design. In this chapter, a real-time programming language is

proposed for designing real-time control systems. Two important mechanisms, event

triggering and sampling are discussed in this chapter.

7.1 Real-time System in Perceptive Frame

7.1.1 Input-Reference-Output Mapping in the Perceptive Frame

The task description space can be formulated as U = {TTRiTAR]- Itk}z'j k, a combination

of segment in the task space. Real-time control requires the system to respond to the

events from sensor measurements, whenever they happen. Thus, events are possible

at any point on the time axis.

The system can be thought of as a mapping: U x E —> Output, where the Output

is the set of real-time related actions, including event triggering and sampling.

As studied above, every hybrid perceptive reference trajectory {STRiSARJ-Iskhjk

is an ordered set with an order “j”. The trajectory is a combination of the ordered

closed intervals. Every hybrid perceptive reference trajectory can be mapped onto a

time interval linearly. This provides the feasibility of performing real-time operations
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in the perceptive frame, i.e., based on the hybrid perceptive references.

7.1.2 Perceptive Reference Based Language Description Regarding

Real- Time Control System Design

To a large extent, there exist a variety of tasks and actions in real-time control

systems. The objective of the system design is to implement the tasks and the actions

in the perceptive frame with the architecture shown in Figure 4.2.

In order to solve the design problems efficiently, a real-time language is desirable to

describe the relation between the commands (high level and low level), the perceptive

references and the real-time related outputs. The introduction of the perceptive

references into the language enables the system to deal with both the continuous and

the discrete events.

7.1.3 Finite Automata Approach for Input-Reference-Output

Mapping

Automaton is a mathematical model to depict the logic behaviors of a system. In

the perceptive frame, the tasks and actions are required to be executed sequentially.

Hence all the discrete transitions can be modeled by finite automata. The task

information can be decomposed into different lower levels to be expressed based on

its semantic description.

01:. = 77((11', 02', X) (7-2)
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7.2 VLSI Implementation-Oriented Controller Design

7. 2.1 Abstractions of real-time perceptive controller

The control implementation can be represented at the different levels of abstraction:

entity abstraction, procedure abstraction, and hierarchy abstraction.

Abstraction of the controller entity

In the perceptive frame, the hybrid control systems are the combinations of control

primitives. Each control primitive can be treated as a control entity. A control entity

is a controller that can execute a control command at certain level. The control

entity has the specifications to describe the inputs, the outputs, and life time of the

entity. The lifetime of the entity in the perceptive frame is a segment of the perceptive

reference, it marked the starting point and the end point for the entity to be activated.

In the implementation, a task can be composed of several entities at lower level.

In the system shown in Figure 4.2, a control entity can be a controller for executing

f\
...... AllIAnZ-HAII]

a task consisting of action entities.

f\ A
All Ann-Aim A21A22---A2p

  

       

  

       

Figure 7.1: Abstract of the structure.

The control entity can be described as an object in pseudo-code.

Entity {

inputs,

outputs,

active period in perceptiveframe,

entities at lower levels,

}
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Abstraction of the logic control structure: 1. Sequential Structure.

The operations of the automata can show the logic control structure of the automata.

For a typical perceptive automaton, The transition function is a branch control struc-

ture in sense of logic.

Qj = 6(qii0j)a5j E 2 (7.3)

The perceptive referenced output function has loop structure.

0!: = 7701501) (7-4)

The figure 7.2 indicates the logic structure of an automaton, the basic sequen-

tial logic structures in the implementation are branches and loops, i.e., the selective

structure and the repetitive structure.

2. Parallel Structure.

Figure 4.2 shows that the reference generation and the task execution are working

concurrently. Furthermore, the automaton have multiple actions triggered by the

task, for example one task can trigger the actions performed by the mobile robot

and the robot arm at the same time. There are more than one process running in a

processor.

Abstraction of the Functional Hierarchy:

The Figure 4.2, it can be seen that the task scheduler, the action planning and

the motion planner are sequentially chained together. The input of one automaton is

output of the higher level automaton. Hierarchy.

In order to implement the design, the above abstractions discovered the structure

of the system in three aspects, i.e., the controller entities, the functional structure,

and the control structure. The design procedure is shown in Figure 7.3
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Figure 7.2: Structure of the Implementation

Event Triggering

Timing is crucial in any real-time system. It is required to have real-time con-

trol facilities, including specifying times at which actions are to be performed and

completed, and responding to situations where all the timing requirements cannot be

met. The time triggering plays a key role in real-time systems.

The unit step function:

0 t < to

1 t 2 to

is a simple example of time triggering.
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In order to make the real-time system purely independent from time t, in the

perceptive frame, the perceptive reference replaces the time as the system reference.

Thus, the problem of event triggering is generally unavoidable in the real-time sys-

tems.

Sampling System One of the typical problems in real-time systems is sampling

data. Information carried by an analog signal can be represented in a digital form

by a sequence of its instantaneous values measured at discrete time instances. These

signal readings are usually considered as signal sample values and the process of taking

them is referred to as sampling. The instances at which the samples are obtained form

a stream of uniform events, which can be depicted graphically as a sampling point

process. Characteristic features of the sampled signals to a large extent depend on the

patterns of the point processes generated and used for sampling [48]. When sampling

is mentioned in the context of Digital Signal Processing(DSP), usually it is assumed

that the sampling considered is deterministic and periodic. The model of sampling

according to which signal samples are separated by time intervals with a constant
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and known duration is the most popular one. This is readily comprehensible because

such a sampling approach appears to be the most natural and obvious, as shown in

the following equation

$[n] = :cc(nT), —00 < n < 00 (7.6)

Where 93,, is a continuous-time signal, :1:[n] is a sequence of samples obtained from 23¢,

T is the sampling period and its reciprocal is the sampling frequency.

For a control method in the perceptive frame, time t is not used as the common

reference. It is desirable to design a sampling mechanism with the perceptive refer-

ences. Roughly speaking, the sampling in the perceptive frame can be explained as

a process to take a sequence of points of a continuous signal with the marks in the

perceptive references. The sampling period is not characterized by time, but percep-

tive reference. In other words, the density of the sampling on a signal depends on

the environmental sensing. If the sensor information changes rapidly, the signal is

sampled quite frequently. The sequence of the samples can be depicted as

h

n
a:[n] = asc(s ), —00 < n < 00 (7.7)

where the sf, represents the instances of the hybrid perceptive reference at which the

samples are obtained.

7. 2.2 Synthesizability of Perceptive Controller

In general, the term ”synthesis” is referred to as the automated transformation of

RT level descriptions into gate level representations, or other more detailed descrip-

tions [70]. This transformation is mainly influenced by the set of basic cells that

are available in the target technology. While simple operations like comparisons and

either/or decisions are easily mapped to Boolean functions, more complex constructs
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like mathematical operators are mapped to a tool specific macro cell library first, for

example, boolean network or finite state machine.

Functionally, the discrete controllers can be described as finite automata, which

are the devices to accept the strings in a formal language. For a finite automaton,

if we can find a set of Boolean Functions, or a Boolean Network, set Bf connected

to a finite state machine, consisting of flip—flop components, M(Q, I), Q is the state

set of the finite state machine, I is the input language. Then, the finite automaton is

synthesizable, tuple (Bf, M(Q, 1)) is an implementation of the finite automaton.

Theorem : Given that a finite automaton is synthesizable, there exists a tuple

(Bf, M(Q, 1)), which is an implementation of the finite automaton. Based on the

discrete transition of the finite automaton,

(1)Perceptive automaton is synthesizable.

(2)Hybrid automaton is synthesizable.

(3)Fu7thermore, the multiple automata system, shown in Figure 4.2, i.e., connected

by task/action description language and reference language, is synthesizable.

Proof:

(1)The perceptive automaton has two linguistic inputs, namely the task inputs formed

from 2 and the reference input formed from 23. The reference inputs change the

linguistic output 0, 0,, = n(q,-, 0),), which can be described by Boolean logic equa-

tions. Comparing to the implementation (Bf, M(Q, I)) for the fundamental finite

automaton, the Boolean function Bf of perceptive automaton depends also on the

reference input IR, The Bf(IR) is the Boolean function set for the new automaton.

(B,(IR), M(Q, 1)) is an implementation for the perceptive automaton. Me, therefore,

is synthesizable.

(2)The state transition function q, = 6(qiaaj,X),6j E E and the output function

0;, = 17(q,-, 0,, X) show the new features of the hybrid automaton. Hybrid automa-

ton has continuous variables, in digital systems, the variables can be discretized and
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represented by fixed point number, or, for the sake of simplification, by integers N.

Those discretized variables are the operands for specific arithmetic Operation, i.e.,

for specific discrete state q,. In hybrid automaton, arithmetic operations can be per-

formed by Boolean logic operation added to the Boolean implementation Bfh. Hence,

(th, M(Q, 1)) is an implementation of the hybrid automaton. The automaton is syn-

thesizable.

(3)The integrated system shown in figure 4.2 is a set of connected automata, which

are perceptive automata, or hybrid automata or both. According to the first and the

second items of the theorem, each automaton is synthesizable, i.e., each automaton

has a tuple (Bf,, M,), i = 1...n as its implementation. The input and the output of the

single automaton can be treated as strings in the formal languages with discretized

valuables, they can be encoded with limited number of bits and expressed by Boolean

functions.

(a) For two automata connected by perceptive reference language LR. Automaton

1 has the output as automaton 2’s reference input. The implementations (Bf1,M1)

and (B,2, M2) exist for two automata, respectively. The input LR effect only the logic

operation, no state transition. In order to involve the implementation of 1 to 2, we

substitute the tuple (B,1, M1) into 2, the implementation for combined automaton

is (1912(th M1)), M2)-

(b) For two automata connected by task language input LT. The automaton 1 has

the output as automaton 2’s task input. The task input effect only on the state

transition. Therefore, the implementation for 1 and 2 is (sz, M2(Bf1,M1)). The

combined system is synthesizable.

For the sake of induction, it can be assumed that for N automata connected by the task

and reference inputs are synthesizable. Then an implementation tuple (Bf“, Mn) can

be found. When we have N + 1th automaton, which is synthesized as (Bfn+1,M,,+1),

under the task inputs and the reference inputs, similar to (a) and (b), there exists an
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implementation (Bf, M). The integrated system is synthesizableA

7.3 Hardware-Software Co-design and Hybrid Simulation

7.3.1 Hardware-Software Co-design in Perceptive Frame

Hardware-Software Co-design has been attractive topic in realtime system design.

The hardware is the key part of the embedded system that can improve the real time

processing performance, the software can provide more flexible characteristics of the

high level task description. The perceptive frame makes the system more flexible

on software/hardware design, because of its modularized architecture. Consider in

task execution, the system can have different partitioning as shown in figure 7.4. We

can build micro—instructions based one different partitions, the micro instructions are

implemented by hardware, and based on which, the software can be programed with

these instructions to utilize the hardware resource at the best.

Implementation Oriented Language(IOL)

The abstractions above show that the implementation of the real-time control system

can have a procedural description, a functional description, and an implementation-

oriented description. Based on the specific semantics, the programming language can

de designed with syntax. A convenient way to convert the system design to implemen-

tation is mapping the design to a hardware design language, for example, VHDL. In

Chapter 4, we have introduced the hybrid formal languages in the perceptive frame,

including Lg, Lg, L51”, and MM. The languages describe the tasks, the actions, the

task level reference, and the action level reference. A programming language can be

built based on the description languages.

RTL languages are widely used to express complex digital systems concepts. For

hybrid model in the perceptive frame, Figure 7.3 give the procedure for system design.
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Figure 7.4: Partitionings for Hardware/Software Codesign.

Following this procedure, one can obtain the linguistic expression based on languages

Lh, Uh, Uh, and Lia to desctibe the Register 'Iiansfer Level Objects in perceptive

frame. The words in these languages are used to express the system behaviors. A

sequence of tasks and actions can be expressed by the IOL,

T1(ST10IST1f){A11(S/Illbs SAiif); A12(SA12baSA12f)};

T209791), ST2f){A21 (321211;, SA21f---)};---

where T1 and T2 are the elements and control entities in L’f, All/112... are in

included in language Lil. The perceptive reference values, which follow the task and

action words, denote the active period for the specific entity in perceptive frame.
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The semicolon indicates the sequential process, the parallel processing is expressed

by the perceptive references. In the above expression, (Sle,ST1f) is defined as the

active period for entity T1, in other words, task T1 is started and ended by perceptive

reference values 3le and ST”, respectively. The structure of the expression can

easily transfer the control system architecture into the general description language

with modularized description, such as Verilog.

The syntax can be described by the following parse trees for operator , and

operator ” (, )”, respectively.

Expression

Exprossio . Exprmion

Expression 0

Expression I

Identifier Expression Expression

Expression Expression

Figure 7.5: Parse Trees for Implementation Oriented Language.

Based on the parse trees, the high level behavior of the entire integrated automata

can be constructed by the syntax. The semantics of the perceptive controllers can be

performed by the Implementation Oriented Language.
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An Example on IOL Programming

VHDL is a language used to express complex digital systems concepts. Figure 7.3

give the procedure for system design. Following this procedure, one can obtain the

linguistic expression based on languages L55, L53, L’fiT, and L2“. The words in these

languages are used to express the system behaviors. A sequence of tasks and actions

can be expressed by the IOL (language),

T1(ST15,ST1f){A11(SA11b, SAiif)A12(SA12b, 3.4120}

T2(5T2b, ST2f){A21(3A21b, SA21f)}a

where T1 and T2 are the elements in L%, AMA”... are in included in language L}.

The perceptive reference values, which follow the task and action words, denote the

active period for the specific entity in perceptive frame. For example, (Sle,ST1f) is

defined as the active period for entity T1, in other words, task T1 is started and ended

by perceptive reference values 8le and 3T1}, respectively.

VHDL is a language used to describe complex digital systems. In order to associate

the IOL perceptive language with the hardware implementation, it is clear that we

need to build a map from the IOL perceptive language to VHDL.

The program involves the synchronization mechanism and hierarchical structure of

the entities. First, the tasks T1 and T2 are executed sequentially, while the actions may

be executed in parallel. In this case, the actions are synchronized by the perceptive

reference. Second, the actions are included in tasks, which belong to higher category

of entity. Based on the abstraction of the controller entity, the entity in IOL consists

of the inputs, outputs, active period for the entity as a feature, and other entities.

The sequential structure is:

P1: process:

Begin

T1 ,

T2.

End process;
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Considering the perceptive referenced system, the signal mechanism in VHDL

provide the synchronization, the perceptive reference can be expressed as a trigger.

Thus, The controller entity can be described as:

Architecture T] of Task is:

signal TRIGER: perceptive reference

Begin

process

wait on TRIGGER;

Al 1,

A12,

end process;

end T1;

The TRIGGER is the perceptive reference.

In addition to the task entitis and action entities, as the lowest level entity, the low

level controller can be programmed in VHDL by its mathematic description. Usually,

it is included in a library as a module.

7. 3. 2 Hybrid Simulation

The proposed controller design method has been tested using Verilog HDL and Ca-

dence Design System. The functions of the controller can be performed by a Verilog

HDL program, which is semantically equivalent to the hybrid perceptive model. Ca-

dence design system is used to synthesize the Verilog program and simulate the given

example. The simulation system consists of a controller simulator, a simulator for

the continuous dynamics of the plant and a perceptive reference simulator. In order

to simulate the hybrid properties of the system, TestBuilder, a C++ testbench class

library, is used in the simulation system. By using Test Builder, the plant dynam-

ics, consisting of Ordinary Differential Equations(ODE), can be simulated by a C++
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Figure 7.6: The Scheme of the Hybrid Simulation System.

program. As a testbench, the dynamics in C++ can communicate with HDL simu-

lator in Cadence. Based on the velocity and position commands from the controller,

the dynamics can give out the states of the system, including position, velocity, and

sensor measurements. The modules are implemented independently from each other,

they are connected only with the linguistic commands and the perceptive references.

Implementation of Arithmetic Operations

For a controllers, most frequently used operations are arithmetic operations. To

reduce the scale of the circuit, we use fixed-point number representation for imple-

mentation the control algorithm. For a signed real number, the integer part is 11-bit

long, the decimal part is 12-bit long. The arithmetic unit provided by Verilog is

implementated with unsigned division and signed multiplication.

To keep the accuracy of division and multiplication in the controller, a new arith-

metic unit is deve10ped, as shown in Figure 7.7, the division and the multiplication
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can be done by Verilog with the desired accuracy.
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Figure 7.7: Arithmetic Operations.

Dynamics Model in Testbuilder

The dynamics model in Testbuilder is an ODE model. In perceptive frame, a mobile

robot model can be described as:

dw
_ =

.8ds 2a (7 )

da

For a robot arm, dynamics model is given by

D(Q)<'1' + C(q, d) + G(€1)+ J3<o>fe = 7 (7-10)
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7. 3.3 Simulation results

The first task of the simulation is to generate the control signal for the robotic system

to go through a desired path with two straight lines. The robot travels toward the

wall, before reaching the wall, the robot turns and travels along the wall to go to the

destination. In the perceptive frame, the action A1 and A3 action command will be

triggered by the perceptive reference. The robot will move along X direction for 3

units, then travel along Y direction for 4 units.

As described below, the task, denoted as T1(3, 4), means move to point(3,4).

Assuming the current position is (0,0), the task can be decomposed as two actions,

namely, A1, which means traveling from current position to (3,0), and action A2 for

moving from (3,0) to (3,4). The perceptive references will be the signals to indicate

the distance the robot traveled and to trigger the next action, while the current action

is finished.

For a typical perceptive hybrid automaton, the action planner has two inputs, the

command input and the reference input, and an output. Figure 7.8 illustrates the

schematic description synthesized by Cadence Design System. The command inputs

are Task, Task; and Task,,, the reference input is ActionRef . F is the output to the

motion planner as its command input. Therefore, the perceptive/hybrid automaton

is synthesizable. Figure 7.9 illustrates the implementation of Action Reference in the

given case. According to (4.22),(4.23), the wall signal is generated from the sensor

measurements. The wall signal indicades that the wall is detected and can make the

action reference to switch from 1 to 2. The low level controller is a digital circuit

to perform the low level control algorithm, it is the interface between the continuous

dynamics and the higher level discrete planners.

The integrated automata model shown in Figure 4.2 have been tested using Ca-

dence. As proved before, the entire system is synthesizable. Based on the synthesized

description, the simulation has been performed. Figure 7.10 is the signal wave form of
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Figure 7.8: Schematic Description of Action Planner.

the simulation, it shows the changes of the task reference, the task input, the action

reference and the action input and the motion reference. The system performs only

one task. The task is to move the robot to destination point (3,4). From Figure 7.10,

we can see that the perceptive references triggered the system at point(3,0), when the

robot traveled along X direction for 3, i.e. at the moment 33, the wall signal becomes

1, the action reference and command switch from 1 to 2, the second action command
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Figure 7.9: Schematic Description of Action Reference.

is issued, which means the motion on Y direction, along the wall, the action command

and its parameters will be held for the entire period of the action execution, until the

task has been executed.

The second task is to show the hybrid properties of the perceptive controller, we

use the motion planner to compute the trajectory through the arithmetic operations.

Instead of two segments of straight line, the first segment is a circular path which is
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Figure 7.10: Simulation results.

 
implemented by the designed arithmetic unit. In perceptive frame the path planning

algorithm can be described as a circular path:

:I: = rcos(s/r)

y = rsin(s/r)

. __ y
:c — —;V(s)

a=§vel

(7.11)

(7.12)

(7.13)

(7.14)

Where r is the radius of the circular path, 5 is the continuous motion reference. Figure

7.11 shows the trajectory in the simulation, and the continuous motion reference w.r.t.

time, which is computed by the continuous dynamics model and the motion reference

block.
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Figure 7.11: The Motion Trajectory in the Experiment: (a) x-y plot (b)continuous reference

w.r.t time.

For a robot arm, dynamics model is given by

D(q)c’1’ + C((1,d)+ G((1)+ JhT(q)fe = 7 (7-15)

Using the above model as the continuous model of the robot, one can build a

second order control hybrid simulation. The D, H, C can be calculated in hardware

part for generating the computed torques r. The following is the hybrid simulation

results based the second order robotic control simulation model. The figures indicate

the step response for the individual joints. Puma 560 first 3-joint model is used for

the simulation in Test Builder. The control signal is to move the joint for 2 degrees.

Figures 7.12, 7.13, and 7.14 show the step response of joint level control as a

second order control system. It can be seen that joint 1, 2, 3 can track the step signal

accurately. The VLSI design can satisfies the real time requirements under the given

PD control gains.

Figures 7.15, and 7.16, and 7.17 show the joint level control of joint 1, 2, and 3
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with 14 bits long decimal part. The figures indicate that the system does not have

significant improvement in stability and tracking accuracy.

Figures 7.18, and 7.19, 7.20 and 7.21 indicate the step response of the joint level

control of joint 2 with 8 bits long decimal part. The figures show that the system still
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compare to the results with 24 bits long arithmetic units, the accuracy of the track-

ing control is significantly decreased because of the limited length of the arithmetic

operation. In this case, the control force has jumps and discountinuities, and the

velocity on this joint is not smooth. Thus, it can be seen that 24-bit arithmetic unit
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can provide good performance in tracking accuracy, and the time requirement can be

satisfied.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

8. 1 Conclusions

This dissertation describes the Design and VLSI implementation of Perceptive Con-

troller for Robotic Systems. The research covers task model learning, hybrid control

system modeling, analyzing, and designing. The proposed method is an efficient ap-

proach to explore hybrid systems. The main contributions of this dissertation are as

follows:

Task Modeling in Perceptive flame:

A Wavelet Based Model Identification Method has been introduced. The experi-

mental results show the effectiveness of the proposed method for identifying the mass

and the length of a nonholonomic cart by interactive action in cart pushing, when

the unknown noises generated by sensor measurements and numerical operations are

uncorrelated.

The significance of the task modeling method is that the method offers significant

advantages over the classical least square estimation methods. In model identifica-

tion for online estimation without prior statistical knowledge of measurement and

operation noises. Many applications, including home care, search, rescue, require the

mobile manipulator working in unstructured environments. Based on the method

proposed in this dissertation, the task parameters can be estimated by simple inter-

active actions between the mobile manipulator and the environment. It improves the

effectiveness of the operation significantly.

Linguistic Control Approach:

A hybrid model for the perceptive reference based robotic plan and control systems

has been proposed. The model integrates the continuous perceptive reference and

discrete references through a. hybrid approach and offers significant advantages over
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classical time based schedule-plan—control models. Based on the properties of the

proposed model, some properties of the system, including evolution of the perceptive

reference, and stability are discussed.

The hybrid model makes the system become more intelligent and flexible in the

processing of environmental sensory measurements for planning and control. The

experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed model for processing un-

expected event, These results are significant in the modification of the designed plan

and the mechanism which triggers multiple discrete events. The intelligence of the

system has been enhanced.

Perceptive Control System Design:

In order to implement real-time systems in the perceptive frame, an implementation-

oriented design method has been introduced for robot controllers. Considering the

hybrid system model in perceptive frame, the functional abstraction of the model has

been analyzed. The high level architecture of the model makes the controller mod-

ularized, therefore, synthesizability can be guaranteed. An implementation oriented

controller design method is proposed for describing the system model. The automa-

ton based description of the robotic control system can be performed by the code

in Verilog, which is semantically equivalent to the controller model. The significant

impact is that the implementation-oriented design language provides a convenient

way for designing a real-time system. The language is used to convert the control

system design to hardware implementation via semantics description of the tasks.

The perceptive frame control can be applied to other applications in real time control

area such as motion control systems. The Verilog code has been tested by Candence

design system to be synthesized to a structural description and simulated in a hybrid

fashion. The simulation results show that based on the hybrid control model in per-

ceptive frame, the implementation oriented design method can translated the high

level description to low level VLSI implementation.
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8.2 Suggestions for Future Research

The research work in the dissertation has only opened the door little wider to future

research investigation. In the future, there will be some areas of the analysis and

design where future research would be very beneficial. Some suggestions are as follows:

0 Model Learning: The Wavelet based online model learning method can be

extended to multiple parameter identification for more complex model learning.

Theoretical analysis will be an important argument to show the estimation

convergence in subbanding the raw signal. Also, Kalman filter can be applied

to state estimation with nonholonomic constraints.

0 System Modeling and Analysis: This dissertation presents a framework for

investigation of hybrid system in perceptive frame. In this frame work, some

theoretical analysis and design problems will be very beneficial. Context Free-

type and recursive enumerable grammars can be used in the liguistic expressions

at task level and action level, to gain more flexibility and capacity of tast-

action description. The unexpected events, perceptive reference and commands

can compose the homogenuous linguistic expression, some properties, including

non-uniformly sampling, complexity and dynamics can be extensively discussed.

a Real Time System Implementation on a Chip (ASIC): The Cadence /

testbuilder design framework provides an approach for simulating a chip-based

hybrid control system. The future research will be on the silicon implementation

of the real time system. Hence, optimization of algorithm, the sice of arithmetic

units and testing design will be the major topics.

0 Software/Hardware Co-Design: Based one the hybrid system model in per-

ceptive frame, the design and implementation procedures have been unified by

the framework of automata and linguistic descriptions. The software/hardware
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co—design technique can be developed based on the hybrid perceptive frame-

work. Hardware and software compilation at difference level will be discussed

for task/action assignment in the sense of real time control with the final goal of

optimizing partition plan obtained by analyzing the resource and performance

of the system.
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